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PREFACE 

Bilateral and multi lateral relations have been behind the growth amongst regional 

as well as development of amity amongst nations in the world. Diplomacy has been able 

to play its role in diffusing tensions amidst nations that has led to the growth of regional 

forums and world bodies. 

The Sino Indian Joint Communique that was signed between the Premiers oflndia 

and China, was a significant breakthrough in the relations that the nations shared with 

each other from 1962 till the end of the eighties. It was a major shift in the China policy 

that was being maintained by the Indian leadership till the rise of Rajiv Gandhi in the 

position of the Indian Prime Ministership. He was the first Prime Minister to move away 

from the border issue to delve into the issues of economic, cultural and social integration 

amongst India and China. This sort of paradigm shift in the 'China Policy' makes it 

necessary for a study to find out the necessity for such a step to be taken by the Indian 

leadership, and the then forthcoming movements that took place after the initiation of the 

age of detente to usher into the age of entente. 

The first chapter will deal with the basic crux on which the relations between 

India and China hanged on. The Tibet issue, the border dispute, the regional ambitions 

that the nations nurtured and the like will be studied to understand the misunderstanding, 

suspicion and the misgivings that the nations had for each other. The second chapter will 

deal with the accord in its entirety. There will be an attempt to study the basic regional 

and international changes that forced the Indian leadership to change their decade's long 

stand on the border dispute. The main changes that were brought in will be analysed and 
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the perspectives of the Indian as well as the Chinese press, political leadership and the 
I 

public opinion regarding the accord has be~n studied. 

The third chapter will briefly studt the border dispute that the nations had with 
I 

each other and the manner in, which ther~ were significant attempts to find an amicable 

I 
solution to the problem. The new mode lwith which the Joint Working Groups started 

I 
working in and the breakthroughs that the relations had in relation to the border dispute 

has been studied.The next chapter has Judied the nuclear politics that the nations had 
I 

with each other. The reaction of the Indijb leadership after the first Chinese nuclear tests 

and the vibes that emanated from the CHinese leadership after the 1998 nuclear tests of 

India and later the comments and the letter of the Prime Minister to the American 

President has been studied. 

The last chapter has analysed tHe manner in which the government headed by 

Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari vljpayee, made significant breakthrough in the 

relations with India and China. The ebonomic relations that the nations have started 

sharing have also been analysed. This Jtudy has tried to bring forth the dimensions that 

have played their own significant roles in the development of the relations of India and 

China. Though there has been emissibn of quite some perspectives that could have 
I 
I 

increased the ambit of discussion, bu
1
t an attempt has been made to understand the 

dynamics that changes the relation betjeen India and China, from having a negative tone 
I 

to a significant development oriented positive tone. 

I fully take the responsibility of any errors that has stayed back in the study and 

request the reader to forgive me for such errors. 
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CHAPTER-I 

INTRODUCTION 

Sino Indian relations are a complex mix of prejudices, egotsm, ambiguity and 

suspicion as well as cordiality, cultural and traditional links and economic interaction. 

India and China had a chequered history from 1947 till date haYing its ups and downs. 

Relations especially during the early 1960s soured considerably leading to a major 

armed cla.sh on the Sino-Indian borders. 

India took a leading role for the developing nations after it achieved 

independence. From the initiation of the Non-Aligned Movement. leading developing 

nations in the Commonwealth of Nations and acting a major role in the United 

Nations, Indian political leaders under the able guidance and leadership of Prime 

Minister .lawaharlal Nehru started playing a visible role in world politics. which was 

even appreciated by world leaders. Whereas China after coming under the govemance 

oi' the Comtmmist Party of China (CPC) was ignored as the Western world had 

already taken a strong anti-Communist stand. Rather the West recognized the status of 

Taiwan as an independent nation. But India became the second nation after Soviet 

Russia who recognized China as an independent and sovereign nation. 1 

INDIA AND CHINA: MISUNDERSTA~DINGS 

India and China from the very initial years of relations that they started sharing 

amongst themselves were marred by some disputed issues that led to the 1962 major 

border clashes. The disputes were on the status of Tibet, the misunderstandings on the 

border issue, and the conflicting regional aspirations that the nations strove for. There 

is a need for discussing in brief the above mentioned disputes. 

1 
/\nil .Joseph ('handy."/\ Chronology of Sino Indian Relations", in Kanti Bajpai. t\mitahh \•lattoo. 

ads., 1'l1c l'ea('()ck and the Dmgon, (New Delhi: Har Anand Publieation,2000). p.428. 



Tibet had been a buffer zone for the British Empire between Czarist Russia 

and the British themselves as China at that point of time was not a power to reckon 

with. The border that was agreed to between British India and Tibet in the early 

twentieth century was not agreed to by China. British India did not accept the concept 

or ·suzerainty' that China thought that it exercised over the territory of Tibet. But 

when. the British moved out of the Indian subcontinent, on October 1950, the Chinese 

People's Liberation Army moved into Tibet. much to the annoyance of the Indian 

leadership. The spiritual leader of Tibet, the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama had 

strong. :·elations with the Indian leadership and from the time or the Chinese invasion, 

they made constant appeals for seeking political asylum in India. 2 During this time 

period there were constant attempts to gain back some sort of autonomy by 

indigenous Tibetans from the Chinese governance. But they were severely suppressed 

by the Chinese leadership by sheer force. In 1959, Dalai Lama escaped into the Indian 

Territory and got political asylum 3
. 

This created a sort of suspicion by the Chinese government on the intentions· 

or the Indian government. Refugees from Tibet also sta11ed pouring into India from 

various traditional trade routes that existed between Tibet and India. The Indian 

government also did not stop or prevent the Tibetan refugees to enter Indian Tenitory 

and they mostly settled in the Indian state of Himachal Pradesh. This sort of moral 

support that was. provided to the Tibetan refugees by the Indian government was not 

at all to the liking of the Chinese leadership. 

2 Swaran Singh. China South Asia: Issues. Equations. !'o/icies, (New Delhi. Lancer's Books, 2003), 
pp. 50- 51. 
'T.S. Murty. l'aths o(!'f!acc: Study (){Sino Indian Border Dispute, (ABC Publishing house, New 
Delhi. 1')8J.),p. 71. 
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The China India border covers a distance of three thousand six hundred kilometers4
. 

The borders that were demarcated by the British government were the borders that 

were recognized by the Indian government. The Chinese relied more on the 

traditionally demarcated borders and had no faith on major border demarcations like 

the McMahon Line, the area of Aksai Chin and areas in the North Eastern Frontier 

Agency (NEFJ\) and more areas of disputes that were the creations of British India. 

The dispute took formidable shape when the Indian Arn1ed Forces found the existence 

of a newly made Chinese road in the Aksai Chin region. Allegations and counter 

a !legations led to major armed clashes between the armed forces of the two nations in 

the Northern frontiers that soon spread to the North Eastern frontiers. 

Conllicting Regional Ambitions: India and China both economically were in 

the same platform during the initial years of the 50s decade. In matters of 

international recognition, India got an upper hand as it headed the NAM, the 

C ·ommonwealth Nations as well as the leaders of the national movement became 

rccu~nizcd all throughout the world for their sacrifice and courage. But as the Chinese 

''ere ht:adcd by a Communist government, which came to power under the 

supervision nf the Soviets, it became difficult for them to receive the same reception 

as that or India from the Western developed world. For some years, they were not 

even given proper recognition. That boosted the aspirations or the Indian leadership, 

who saw themselves as assisting China getting international recognition and took the 

driwr·s seat nf becoming a major regional power not only in the Indian subcontinent 

but in Asia. As China was being sidelined by the Indian leadership, they rather gave 

more attention nn consolidating the Chinese territories, increasing and strengthening 

their defence forces and developing their economic backbone of the society. China 

" I bid. p. 78. 
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and India both clue to their conflicting regional ambitions made attempts of 

conciliation in 1954 which resulted in the Panchsheel agreement, but that could not 

avoid the I %2 conflict that ensued within eight years of the said agreement. 

Pakistan and China, within this time period started making positive diplomatic 

maneuvers. Both of them were able to initiate some sort of dialogue on the border 

issues that vitiated relations between India and China. Pakistan and China though 

started coming closer to each other after the Sino - Indian border clashes but the 

ft1undations of such relations were laid in the Bandung Conference in 1955.5 In 1963, 

they also resolved the border misunderstandings that they had amongst themselves. 

China always took a pro- Pakistani stand during this period in relation to Kashmir, 

and supported that the issue can be resolved only through the ful fi II ing of the promise 

of plebiscite.(' 

SINO-INDIAN RELATIONS: 1962 TO 1976 

China's Nuclear Tests in 1964: On 16111 October 1964 China conducted its first 

nuclear test at LopNar7 which gave India the feeling of insecurity from the Chinese 
I 

' 
side. The India Pakistan war- 1965: On 26111 of March 1965 Sinn -Pak boundary 

protocol involving territory in Jammu and Kashmir was signed in Pak occupied 

Kashmir between Chinese Premier Chou En Lai and the then Pakistani President 

J\yuh Khan. In April 1965 China extended support to Pakistani aggression in the 

Rann of Kutch.x 

5 Safi.lar Mahmood, l'akistan: l'olitical Roots and Deve/opment/947 1999. (Karachi: Oxford 
University Press, 2002), p. 189. 
"/\nil Joseph ('handy."/\ Chronology of Sino Indian Relations", in Kanti Bajpai. /\mitabh Malton. 
ads .. Th<' l'mmck llllllthc Oragon, (New Delhi: Har Anund Publication.2000). p.4.17. 
'"Sino Indian Tics: Chronology in Reverse Order", llindustan Times.com. Sec 

I111P :{{w w~d1i!1tj tts!a 111 i mes. com/news 
'"Sino Indian Tics: Chronology in Reverse Order", Hindustan Times.com. Sec 

b!l!Li{ww ~~~.l1.i.ml ~1?1 anti mes. com/news 
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lnsurg..:ncy in Northeast India and China: In 1967, China started incursions in the 

north-eastern region of India and supported the Naxalite movement. China began 

raining groups of Naga guerrillas at a camp near Tanzhong in southwestern Yunnan 

Pn)\·ince. Croups of Naga fighters trickled to Yunnan via the Kachin state in north 

Bunna. In China they were given training and modem arms and then returned to 

lndi<t·s northeast. Nearly eight hundred Naga rebels were trained in China through the 

mid-I 970s. Several hundred more attempted to reach China but were turned back by 

the Burmese government or Kachin state military forces. China also broadcasted radio 

programs to Naga insurgents, conveying encouragement, political education, and 

instruction in techniques of guerrilla warfare. Chinese training substantially increased 

thL· combat ellectiveness of the Naga insurgents. Indian causalities rose when ever 

they engaged ( 'hinese-trained Nagas. The Indian army struggle against the Naga 

insurgency dragged on for twenty years, from 1954 to 1974.'1 

Sikkim: On 27111 August China accused India of crossing the Sikkim-China 

boundary. During the India Pakistan war in the year 1965 China accused India and 

declared her criminal counter part. In the very same year on November I J 111 Chinese 

troops intruded Sikkim and NEFA once again 111
. 

RELATIONS : 1976 TO 1988 

!n thL' year I 1>76 both countries resumed diplomatic ties which were snapped after 

11)(,2 border war. K.R. Narayanan has been send to China as an ambassador India and 

., .lhon. \V.(iarvcr. l'rotr;Jctcd contest, Sino-Indian Riwtlrl' in the Tll·entietlt c·c'nturl'.(O:xford University 
PrL·ss. ~()()I.). pp .. ~ 1-.~2. 

1
"Sardar swar~t11 singh. ''China-India Ties: Coming A Full Circle'', in G.P.Deshpande and Alka 

Acharya cds .. Crossing a /Jridge ofDreams: 50 Years of India China. (Tulika. New Delhi. 200i .), 

P. I'>-~ 
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('hen ( 'hao came India in the form of Chinese ambassador. 11 In the year 1978 

Chinese radical leadership has been replaced by the moderate leader Deng Xiaoping 

who had the modern outlook. He tried to improve relations with India. The good will 

visits from Chinese side took place to India in this particular year. India also sent the 

then foreign Minister A.B. Vajpayee to China in the year 1979. 12 

On the question of boundary settlement Deng revived the proposal of "East 

''est swap::J.
1 

In the year 1981 and from Indian side the then Indian Prime Minister 

Mrs. Indira (}andhi resumed border talks with China and from I 980 to 84 five rounds 

of talks have been completed in which china accepted India's approach of settling 

down the issue on the bases of sector by sector approaeh. 14 In the year I 1)86 China 

invaded its troops in the Sumdorong Chuu in the north eastern region of India. Indian 

army launched operation Checkerboard in the Vandong valle/ 5 to get rid away from 

this uperation. This incident casted its shadow over seventh round of border talks and 

China showed its annoyance before the talks started. China has been asserted its 

clame over 90 thousand Sq miles of territory in the eastern sector through out the 

meeting. This incident once again put the border issue on the back burner. 

DETENTE TO ENTENTE: 1988 TO 2003 

In the year 1988 the then Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi visited china to add 

ne,,· dimensions in the relationship of both countries. The two most impo1tant 

(fc\'elopment:-; of this visit were: first the accord signed between Rajiv Clandhi and the 

;
1 Ibid. 202. 

·: '-'onica (iupta. "'-'ino Indian Relations"". Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies 2.himi.,Scc 
~ \1 '.' .l(lt"S.O_l:gt'll2.t:0~_!_10~SUC 

' HatJill. Richard. Nurring Mao: Clliiii'Sl! l'olilics i11 the Age of Dl'ng Xiaopi11g. ( l'rinceJon. Princeton 
l :ni,crsity Press. I'J94). 

'"'-'umil (ianguly. "India and China: Border Issues, Domestic Integration. ami International Security", 
in Francine R. Frankel and Hurry Harding, cds., The India China Rl'latiollship: What/lit' l !nited Stales 
N£'('ds lo Kno11·. (Columbia University Press, New York.), pp.lll-112. 
I! Ibid .. p.ll6. 
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then Chinese President Yang Shang Kun and second the setting up or Joint Working 

C iroup fiJr the settlement of border problem. This accord has set the age of detente 

and the process of rapprochement began. India first time dropped its previous stand 

bortkr talks as a precondition for any other talks. 

THE FIRST CONFIDENCE BUILDING MEASURE: 1993 

In the year I <J<)J \\hen the then Indian Prime Minister P.V. Nersimha Rao went to 

China and signed an agreement with the then Chinese counterpart Li Pcng on the 

maintenance or ··Peace and Tranquility along the Line of Actual Control.'' This was 

the major shirt in the stand of both countries on the question or Line of Actual 

C'llntrol. 11
' /\fter Rajiv's visit first time both countries took such a big step to avoid 

conflict along the Line of Actual control and agreed to create tranquil atmosphere 

which could give them an opportunity for the settlement of boundary problem. The 

establishment or e:-;pert groups to assist Joint Working Groups was also the major 

achicvenH.:nt ol'this \·isit. 

SECOND CONFIDENCE BUILDING MEASURE: 1996. 

The I 993 agreement paved the \\ah' for another CBMS that have been achieved in 

the year I <J<)(J. Then Chinese President Jiang Zemin came to India and signed an 

agreement containing 12 articles in addition of prior agreement of 1993 to resolve the 

boundary question. India's nuclear tests and anti Chinese pronouncements by The 

then defence· Minister George Femandes and letter written by Prime M inistcr A tal 

Bihari Vajpayce to the then American President Bill Jefferson Clinton portraying 

China behind its nuclear tests made China indignant from Indian side and relations 

'" .lhon.W.()arvcr, Protracted contest, .\'ina-Indian Ril'ldrr in the Twewieth centllr\·. (Oxford University 
Pr.:-ss. 200 I.). p'J4. 
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has ruptured for a while. Though this phase did not last long and both countries soon 

returned on the path of rapprochement on which they had been walking previously. 

In the new millennium exchange of visits of senior leaders and officials eased 

down the tensions between two countries. In the year 2003 the visit of the then Indian 

Prime Minister /\.B. Vajpayee gave new dimensions to the relations of both countries. 

Indian Prime Minister went to china on his six days long trip from 22'"1 .June to 27 111 

.June 2003. 1 ~ This visit improved relations and setting up of .Joint Study Group (.ISG) 

l(ll· c\ploring complcmentaritics between two countries is one of the positive out 

come of this visit. /\part from this Yajpayee laid emphasis on bilateral trade and 

expn:ssed the need to enhance bilateral trade. On the question of boundary problem 

both countries appointed special representatives to seek mutual acceptable solution of 

this prnblem as early as possible. In this visit both countries pledged that they don't 

penxivc any threat from each other which is a Healthy sign as far as the relations of 

both l.·ountries is concern. This visit laid down the foundation of future talks for the 

betterment of relations. 

This is how both countries made its journey from 1950s to 2003 with full of 

ups and downs. Sino Indian relations can be characterised as a seesaw. If it is look 

upon that how relations changed from time to time it can be said that first two phases 

marked by rigidity present in thee minds of leaders of both countries. The third phase 

. has shone the sign of sincerity and flexibility on the question of boundary problem the 

main bone of contention between two countries. The fourth phase ![.ives clear picture 

or Sino Indian relations that they have been moving beyond from confrontation. The 

age or detente that has been set by the path braking visit of 1988 between two 

countries has turned into the age of entente in the 21 51 century. 

17 S\\aran singh and Zhao Cicnchcng. "Yajpacc's China Visit: An Ovcrvicw .... :wo.L Sec. 
~' -~' " . ,; t.i.'i~ l)rg,.~·.llf l't]g,l ish/ j ou rna 1/2003/i nd i a. 
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The South Asian region has been one of the principle unstable regions of the world. 

A lier India gained her independence she has been involved with numerous conflict 

situations which has increased as well as decreased her prestige and national interest 

throughout her diplomatic history. The conllict that significantly reduced India's 

national interest was with the conflict that it had with China in 1962, in regard to the 

disputed b6rders that it shared with China. From 1962 till 1988, Indian leaders kept 

c<tutiously away from making any significant positive movement to come close to the 

( ·hinesc lc<tdcrship. though then~ were stray incidents, like that oftlH.: rc-installatiun of 

diplumatic relationship from 1976, the then Indian foreign minister, Atal Bihari 

V<~ipaycc·s visit in 1979, the meetings that were held by the high level dignitaries of 

both the nations. that led to the base on which the 1988 Accord took place. 

!he principle objcctiYe of the study is to analyse, what made the Indian 

lc~tdcrship move on the path of rapprochement, the major achievements that were 

achieved with the accord, the significant developments that took place during the 

pcriud that folJm,ed after the accord was signed till Prime Minister /\tal Bihari 

Vajp~tye~:·s visit in 2003. and the paths of confidence building that has not been 

tleitlkd on. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE CHAPTERS THAT FOLLOWS 

There arc three chapters that \\ill be analysing the 1988 Accord and the decade of 

relationship that followed after the accord was signed. In the following chapter, the 

disputes that marked the relationship till the 1988 Accord and the efforts that were put 

in li>r rapprochement will be discussed in detail. The necessity that arose tor the 

change or India's stand regarding the relationship it wanted to have with China will be 

studied. The changing world and regional perception, especially during the last part of 
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the eighties put significant pressure on the In~ian leadership to think afresh about the 

relationship it shared with China. This changing perception and the domestic 

opposition the Indian leadership faced will be discussed. 

The third chapter will discuss about the ?order dispute. The border dispute had 

remained as the principle obstacle in the path of any diplomatic relationship with the 

l\vo nations. 1-'J·om 1962 onwards, the Indian leadership stood fast on the demand that 

any sort of .dialogue between India and China can be initiated only after the disputes 

regarding the borders must be resolved. For the first time in 19gg, the onus of 

dialogue making between India and China shifted from the disputed borders to 

cconnmic. cultural. and other spheres as the Indian leadership look the decision of 

making parallel dialogues on the spheres of bord.~r as well as the development of 

mutual understanding and relations. The Confidence Building Measures that has been 

taken between the nations in 1993 and 1996 will be analysed, having special reference 

to Prime Minister :\tal Bihari Vajpayce's visit. 

The fourth chapter will study the aftermath of the nuclear tests conducted by 

India on May I 1,'13 in the year 1998 at Pokhran on the relations of both countries. In 

this chapter it \\ill also be analysed that how china got angry from India after its 

nuckar tcsls. The Sino Indian post nuclear rapprochement will also be studied in this 

chapter. 

The firth chapter'' ill be concluding chapter in which rap up of the relations will be 

given India and China had been regional powers in Asia from the time of 

independence and due to their varied regional aspirations had a bickering diplomatic 

and political history. But the study will analyse, how the realist paradigm of 

international relations has become a fact for the bettem1ent in relations within India 

and ( 'hina. The manner in which leaders, bearing all the opposition that they had to 

10 



l~tn:. on realist lines have walked on the path of detente to entente. will be the cru:-.: on 

which the entire study will be done. 

11 



CHAPTER-II 

THE BREAKTHROUGH IN 1988 

INTRODUCTION 

The Sino Indian Joint Communique brought forth a significant change in the relations 

between the nations. The Accord that was signed between the two Premiers of India and 

China brought in the age of entente from the age of detente. As it was a single handed 

decision of Rajiv Gandhi, the then Indian Prime Minister of Changing the major onus of 

the relationship that India shared with China till that point of time and the major change 

of diplomacy that was brought in with the Accord. To understand the necessity of such 

change there will be the necessity to understand the international as well as the regional 

changes that took place over the world, the need for significant refreshment of diplomatic 

posture shared between India and China have to be seen. 

During the last phases of the eighties, world politics went through a maJor 

lr<lllsformation. With the initiation of economic liberalization that the Soviet economy 

\\as forced into as the nation's exchequer was depleted by the Afghanistan imbroglio, the 

separatist movements that were spreading throughout the Soviet expanses, the increasing 

dciCncc expenditure that halved the Soviet national economy, the rise of religious 

extremism inside the Soviet territory and the like. The Soviet President Mikhail 

Gorbachcv with the introduction of Perestroika and Glasnost tried to achieve some sort of 

breakthrough that would save the Soviet economy as well as the society from collapsing. 

But the moment these relaxations were introduced, there were immediate mass 

movements against the Communist government. This led to a coup led by the people 
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headed by Boris Y cltsin, which later led to the downfall of the Communist government_in 

Soviet Russia, that also led to the breaking up of the entire nation. 

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan led to the rise of severe instability in the region of 

South Asia. But the relationthat India shared with the Soviets made them unable to come 

out openly against the Soviet invasion in Afghanistan. As it also increased the Soviet 

inllucncc in the region, the Indian leadership was more or less secure in the strategic 

position they were in that position. But when the Soviets took the decision of moving out 

from Afghanistan and slowly retreating into Soviet territory, the Indians were left with a 

l'celing or insecurity as hostile neighbours surrounded it. Even the relationship that India 

shared ''ith the LJS was more on the lines of 'staying away from each other". The Soviet 

hacked Vietnamese also started moving out from Kampuchea during that period. Urged 

by the Soviets. Vietnam began to withdraw some of its 140,000-man occupying arm, with 

plans to be completely out by 1990. 1 In this manner the region slowly was being 

evacuated from the Soviet influence and the overbearing inlluence of the Chinese and the 

liS. 

On top ol· that the strained relations that China had with the Soviet, on various aspects, 

like that or border sharing, on the issue of Mongolia, Afghanistan, Kampuchea, North 

Korea. the clashes that took birth out of the regional ambitions of both the nations, and 

the like. Slowly.they made sincere attempts to crease out the differences that they had 

amongst themselves. In 1987 as well as in 1988, the Soviet President proposed a Sino 

------------
1 

Vietnamese Intervention in Kampuchea 1978-1991, December 16, 2000, see 
I!!Jp~!b~:'~~~~ c11n Wi•Ls.mnh• ced/ data/char I ie/ cambodia I 97 8. htm 
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So,·iet meeting that ultimately took place in 1989 from May I 5 to 18.~ With the Soviet 

decision that they will be pulling out troops from Mongolia, from Afghanistan as well as 

l·rnm Kampuchea, the obstacles in the path of cordial relations were removed. The border 

pmblem that even led to armed skirmishes between the nations, especially in the Usuri 

Ri,cr area, were resolved and the nations made a sincere effort in lowering down any sort 

or misgiving that they had towards each other. 

SINO INDIAN RELATIONS 

China achieved significant success in nom1alizing relations with her neighbours. On the 

issue or Communism, disputed borders or trade, the Chinese government was able to 

rc~1ch to amicable solutions with the nations that it had any sort of misunderstanding or 

k'ng. standing dispute. It was also to make very good friendship with some nations like 

th:1t or Pakistan, Myanmar, and even improved relations with that of the Soviets, that left 

,111 h one nation in the region, that still had an unresolved dispute with China which was 

the principle hurdle in the improvement of relations. And this nation was India. The fear 

ps~ chosis that had set in the mindset of the Indian leadership, made them unable to go 

~1hcad with any sort of dynamic and path breaking steps to improve relations \vith China. 

China had from the very beginning ofthe eighties has shown its eagerness to improve ties 

\\ ith India. but the Indian leaderships misgivings about the clear intentions of the Chinese 

leadership. could not break the ice between the nations. 

But with the change of the regional as well as international political form as well 

as the rise of a new, young and dynamic leadership provided by Indian Prime Minister 

· 'Tnd the p<~st and open up the future"-the normalization of relations between China and the Soviet Union, 
\linistry oiTon:ign /\lli1irs of the People's Republic ofChina, November 17, :woo. sec 
h ll p: ~IVII::_II' JJJ.ll11:£.,g!_~~~-~JJL~g{zi I iao/3602/3604/t 180 18. htm 
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Raj iv Gandhi there was a basic change of perception of the then necessity of apt decision 

making in foreign policy making. He has already taken the step of initiating talks with his 

Pakistani counterpart. Benazir Bhutto, which in itself for the time being had reduced the 

tensions between India and Pakistan considerably. This sort of peace process that was 

initiated by the Indian Prime Minister was possibly due to the insecurity that the Indian 

leadership was going through. As described above, that all the nations that had any sort of 

di f"ficult relations with China had come to some sort of dialogue with China. Even the 

Sll\ icts that li.mncd the principal security cover in the region, themselves came closer 

\\ ith China. Their moving out of Afghanistan also flashed the weakness of the Soviet 

lc:tdership. It narrowed the avenues of diplomacy that the Indian leadership could follow 

keeping close relation with China. 

-'\I-ter the assassination of the Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, and Rajiv Gandhi 

getting selected to be the next Prime Minister of the nation, there was a bit of an 

:tpprchension :thou! the capability of the Prime Minister. For that reason, when Rajiv took 

the decision or changing the diplomatic stand that India maintained from 1962 with 

China especially where India maintained a ''Parallel policy"· that basically is a policy that 

st:tted th:tl lndi:t should resolve border problems with China and improve Sino-Indian 

rebtions at the same time. 3 Here Rajiv planned to shift the onus or dialogue from the 

border dispute on to the promotion of a bilateral developmental relation that would 

benefit India as well as China. The bureaucracy in the Foreign Ministry as well as the 

basic leadership that was in the helm of politics at that point of time could not forget the 

nightmare of the early 1960s brought forward in the fom1 of Chinese aggression. They 

' ""t ndian Prime l'v1 inistcr Rajiv Gandhi Visited China", November, 17, 2000 .. Bharat Rakshak.com, See, 
"w\~~.linprc.gQv,cJl(~·ng/;.:j_Em) 
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though made halfhearted attempts to smoothen out the relations but could not achieve 

significant success in such dialogue processes. 

Rajiv, being farsighted felt the swiftness with which the world political structure 

w;ts transforming into and he knew that he had to take some positive steps that would at 

the end secure the entire J:egion from more am1ed clashes between nations. Perceiving the 

then shin of power balance that was taking place he started to initiate to test the domestic 

political grounds and the reaction that will come of such major shin in foreign policy is 

imp Iemen ted. 

Within the Congress Party itself there was significant opposition as they felt that the 

steps that were being taken by the Indian Prime Minister was a bit rash in nature that was 

being t;tken without thinking the pros and cons and the past experiences that the Indian 

leadership g;tined while trying to mend the relationship with the Chinese leadership. As 

C. Raja Mohan h;ts written "the full story of Rajiv Gandhi's visit to Beijing remains to be 

told. ;\s he sought to redefine India's position on the boundary question and recast Sino-

Indian relations. R;tjiv Gandhi had to face considerable resistance within the Congress 

party. Many senior colleagues in the Cabinet too were opposed to the visit. For many 

Congressmen. Rajiv Gandhi's visit to China and his flexibility on the boundary dispute 

were nothing less than a political betrayal of the legacies of .lawaharlal Nehru and Indira 

Ciandhi ... 1 

C. Raja Mohan has commented more on this issue while saying that "to gel a measure of 

the Chinese leadership, Rajiv Gandhi had dispatched P.N. Haksar, the veteran diplomat 

and Principal Secretary to his mother, to Beijing in early 1988 in an unannounced visit. 

1 < ·. Raja rvlohan. "Realism on the China border", The Hindu. November 25, 2003, sec 
http:;;_'''"'' .llil!l.ilLt;l>!ll{ll!~hindu/2003/ ll/25/stories/2003112500581200.hlm 
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This was followed by public engagement between Congress politicians and the top guns 

of the Chinese Communist Party. To get the strategic community to digest the new Indian 

approach to Beijing, the Government got the India International Centre in the capital to 

organise seminars on its China policy throughout 1988".5 

With the initiation of diplomatic relations from 1976, there were constant attempts of 

sending high dignitaries to each other's nations. The highest level visit was of Atal Bihari 

Vajpay1x. in llJJ!J, who at that point oftime was the External Affairs Minister on India. 

But his 'isit l~tilcd because during that period the Soviets had went ahead with the 

!\ i"ghanistan invasion, much to the annoyance of the Chinese, and the Chinese leadership 

wanted <t clc<tr stand of the Indian leadership on the Afghanistan issue which, due to the 

alliance India shared with Soviet Russia, had to maintain a neutral stand in regard to the 

Afghanistan invasion. But after the 1979 visit, there were significant visits made by the 

l\\0 i"orei~Jl IVIinistries of India and China. 

THE JOINT COMMUNIQUE OF 1988 

Premier Li J>eng and Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi held talks in an atmosphere of 

friendship. candidness and mutual understanding. President Yang Shangkun of the 

Peopk's Republic or China, General secretary Zhao Ziyang of the Central Committee of 

the Communist Party of China (CPC) and Chairman Deng Xiaoping of the Military 

Commission of ihc CPC Central Committee had separate meetings with Prime Minister 

Rajiv Gandhi. The leaders of the two countries held earnest, in depth discussions on the 

Sino-Indian boundary question and agreed to settle this question through peaceful and 

friendly consultations. They also agreed to develop their relations actively i11 other fields 

'lhid. 
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and work hard to create a favorable climate and conditions for a l~tir and reasonable 

settlement of the boundary question while seeking a mutually acceptable_solution to this 

question. In this context, concrete steps will be taken, such as establishing a joint working 

group on the boundary question and a joint group on economic relations and trade and 

science and tcchnology. 6 During his visit, the two Governments signed the Agreement on 

Coopcr<~tion in the Field of Science and Technology, the agreement Relating to Civil Air 

Tr<~nsport, and the Executive Programme for the Years 1988, 1988 and 1990 under the 

Agreement for Cultural Cooperation. Both the Premier and the Prime Minister were 

present at the signing ceremony. 7 

The two sides made a positive appraisal of the cooperation and exchanges in 

recent years in trade. culture, science and technology, civil aviation and other fields, and 

expressed satisl~tction with the relevant agreements reached between the two countries. 

They emphasized the v<~st scope that existed for learning from each other.x Both sides 

lound the dialogue <~nd meetings- between the officials and the leaders extremely useful, 

ilS they enhanced mutual understanding in the interest of further improvement and 

development of hilater<~l relations. The two sides made a positive appraisal of the 

cooperation and exchanges in the amount of trade, and the exchanges that enhanced their 

respective cultures, science and technology, civil aviation and the like in the recent years 

and expressed satislaction with the relevant agreements reached between the two 

. 'I countnes. 

''Sino-Indian Joint Press Communique, Beijing, September 23, 1988, sec 
b_ttp:/_/',_vly\\ J•lJ.l2!S_,gQ\:s•JLeng/wj!1fzzjg/yzs/gjlb/2711/2712/t 15913.htm 
' Ibid. . 

' Ibid . 
. , Ibid. 
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They cmphasi1.cd the vast scope and opportunity that existed between them that can be 

achieved by learning from each other. They emphasized that the Five Principles of 

mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity, mutual non-aggressiOn, non-

interference in each other's internal affairs, equality and. mutual benefit, and peaceful 

coexistence, which ''ere jointly initiated by China and India and which have proved full 

of vit<tlity through the lest of history, constitute the basic guiding principles for good 

relations between the nations. These principles will not only create a relationship that will 

he bui It on trust, confidence, friendship, respect for each other but also wi II be the 

guidelinL'S for neighboring as well as other nations to follow suit from the example that 

will be set by the two giants, which will be the stepping stone for the beginning of a new 

world order \·vhose foundation will be based on peace, development, friendship and trust 

on each other. 10 

India also reiterated its stand on the question ofTibet that she considered Tibet as 

an autonomous region of China. 11 They emphasized that the Five Principles of mutual 

respect ll.)r sovereignty and territorial integrity, mutual non-aggression, non-interference 

in each other's internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit, and pcaccf'ul coexistence, 

which h;~\ c prm cd l'ull of vitality through the test of history, constitute the basic guiding 

principles ror good relations between states. These principles also constitute the basic 

guidelines for the establishment of a new international political order and the new 

international economic order. Both sides agreed that their common desire was to restore, 

\II Ibid. 
II Ibid. 
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improve and develop Sino-Indian good-neighborly and friendly relations on the basis of 

.. I P these pnnc1p es. -

CHANGING SINO INDIAN RELATIONS 

Rajiv in his speech said that both the nations were among the few countries that have 

been able to develop advanced remote sensing satellite technology for the mass 

arrangement of natural resources. Both the nations have made useful advances in many 

are;Js of industrial and defence electronics and material sciences in the decades of the 

seventies <IJHI the eighties. In telecommunications India and China have developed their 

own digital s\vitch systems. Both of the leaders have also recognized their significant 

capabilities in the l~eld of software development including working in the most 

I . . I . I I I 1 sop 1JStJcJiec soltware c eve opment areas. · 

Apart from minor objections, no main national political parties raised any hue and 

cry uguinsl these "concession" by Rajiv Gandhi. This was because (a) the Congress Party, 

<II this lime, had an overwhelming majority in Indian Parliament and (b) the earlier major; 

initiali\e towards building peace with China had been taken during the .lanata Party 

government in February 1979. Moreover, eight rounds of border talks (initiated during 

hm:ign Minisll'r. I luang Hua's visit to New Delhi in 1981) had already created some sort 

of favorable backdrop. 14 Apart from these interactions at the political level, Rajiv 

(i;mdhi's visit also opened avenues for direct military interactions. Because of the 1962 

war, any interaction between the military personnel or on defense related matters 

remained a taboo until the early 1990s. The first exchange in this direction was made by 

I' . - lhld. 
1.• Indian l'rimc Minister Rajiv Gandhi's Address at the Qinghua University, Beijing. December 21, 1988, 
\tl in is try of Extern<II !\ ffairs. see www.meadev.nic. in 
14 

Swaran Singh. "Building Security and Confidence with China" in Across the· 1/ima/awtn Cap, Indira 
Ciandhi National C\:nlrc for the Arts, New Delhi, 1998, see http://ignca.nic.in 
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the senior scr.\'ing officials of the National Defence College (New Delhi) and the National 

Defence University (Beijing) respectively visiting each other in 1990 and 1992. 15 

The I\\'O have also since been considering undertaking an arrangement for an 

i nst i tut ion a I exchange wherein at least one officer could attend the others training 

courses. The military-to-military dialogue was taken to a higher level by India's Defence 

!'vlinistcr. Sharad Pawar·s visit to China in July 1992. 16 

Once again. just like the lack of interactions and other historical legacies had 

colored their 'isions during the earlier years, increasing information and confidence has 

led to rc' is ion and rectification of various policies on both sides. One good example of 

this spectrum ol' biases in perceptions can be seen in the way various China watchers 

interpreted the incident when in May 1992 China detonated a 150 megaton nuclear 

de' icc .i ust hours a i'ter President R. Venkatraman arrived in Beijing. Whi lc some called it 

:111 act oi' intimidation. others described it as an expression of China's solidarity with 

India in their strategic defiance of Washington. However, with persistent effot1s from 

both sides. a relati\ely more objective understanding of each other has started to emerge 

during the I •Jt)Os. Observing the tenor of policy pronouncements from both sides there 

<tppcars to be an obvious shift of emphasis away from the assertion of huge teJTitorial 

•. :l~tims or high moral principles increasingly towards "mutual concessions" and 

.. ~tccomnHKlation:· !'rom the Chinese side and on historical, legal, geographical realities 
- ·--~ 
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from the Indian side with both now calling tor a .. fair. reasonahlc. and 1.nutually 

acceptable" compromise solution to their boundary question. 17 

There has been a visible change of attitude between the nations of India and 

China ... The last kw years have witnessed China endorse India's views on various issues 

including Kashmir. and except for a brief problematic period following India's nuclear 

tests during May I l)98, China's appreciation of India's policies was \·isible in China's 

neutral posture during the fourth lndo-Pak war in Kargil in May-July 1999". 1
x 

On the issue of Tibet, India maintained its stand that Tibet is an autonomous 

region ot' China. It also confirmed its firm faith that it would not allow any sort of anti-

Chinese ;1ctivitics taking place from Indian territory. India not only agreed to describe 

Tibet ;ts ;111 integral part of (not just an autonomous region) of China but also expressed 

"conccm over anti-Chinese activities by some Tibetan elements in India" - a proviso 

which w;ts criticized by some as a clear sell-out of the Tibetan interests. 19 India's over-

re;tction tow;mfs Tibetan protesters during the visit by Premier Li Peng in 1991 was 

clllothcr dcmonstr;ttion or India's resolve in not letting Tibet become a problem in the way 

ol· Sino-Indian ntjJfJrochement. 

The border talks were made on a much more formidable basis as they gave more 

stress on the inclusion of the armed forces as well as the bureaucracies of both the 

n;ttions. ;~s that would simpli l'y the complications that vvould be l~tced by the members of 

the Joint Working C.iroup. Especially with the next visit of the Indian Prime Minister to 

17 
ShL·n-chun Chuan. "Pckin~'s relations with India and Pakistan", !.1sur.:s & Studies, \'ol. 25, no. 9 

( Scplcmher 1969), p. 2(>2. 
"Swamn Singh. "Sino-South Asian Ties: Problems & Prospects", (IDSA, New Delhi). sec 
l~tlp://_~111'_~1. i_dSt~iJ~Ea,~~!-g/an-apr-03.html 

I'' !'rime Minislcr Rajiv Gandhi. ·tndia-China Joint Press Communique". Statement on Foreign Policy, 
(New l>l'ihi: Ministry or External Affairs, External Publicity Division, October I %9). pp. 62-64: also Giri 
lkshingkar. 'Gains from the China visit", The Indian Express (New Delhi). 9 January. 1989. 
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Bcij ing there were significant attempts to come to some significant step making in 

respect of making the .IWG meetings worthwhile. To avoid any sort of misunderstanding 

and untoward incidents till an ultimate solution was pending to the boundary question 

between the countries. the two sides shall strictly respect and observe the line of actual 

control between the two sides. No activities of either side shall overstep the line of actual 

control. In case personnel of one side cross the line of actual control, upon being 

ctutioned hy the other side, they shall immediately pull back to their own side of the line 

or ;tctual control. When necessary, the two sides shall jointly check and determine the 

segments or the line of actual control where they have different views as to its 

. "() 

alignment.-

1'11l' Ltctllrs tlwt \\ere responsible for the success of the communique were as follows. To 

silc the import;tnl reasons behind this process of rapprochement the following reasons 

th;tt ctn he put rortli arc as follows: 

TIK' lirst reason which acted as a major thrust towards the move of rapprochement 

was the process with which the Soviets were retreating from Asia. This retreat was not 

only narrmv.ing down the options in front of India but had given birth to the concept of a 

regional insecurity that the leaders were suffering from. With the weakening of the 

SO\ icts. tl11.. lndi;tn leadership did not have the luxury of keeping strong adversaries at her 

doorstep Trade \vas becoming more and more the yardstick of good relations so it was 

neither in the r;tvour of India nor for China to stick with its conflicts and stay away from 

each othLT Since 1978 when Deng Xiaoping came into power he initiated bold domestic 

'" · /\greelll~·nt hL'III'L'L'n the Government of the People's Republic of China and the Government of the 
Repuhlie ol' India on the Maintenance of Peace and Tranquility along the Line of Actual Control in the 
China-India Border Areas, Beijing, September 7, 1993, see 
l]ttp: _11 11" .lrl]prc.gln·.~·Jl.::_Qlgl~iQ/_gjg/yzs/gjlb/2711/2712/t 15915.htm 
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as well as external policies so that China could mould itself into a nwjor player in the 

economic arena of the world. Its desire could be fulfilled only having a supportive as well 

as a developing neighbourhood and the support of India the second largest country in the 

Asia would be a major boost on that path. In order to fulfill his desire, Dcng soon after 

acquiring power extended the hand of friendship towards India. During this period, both 

countries <~cted sensibly and came closer to each other by the virtue of this accord. In his 

address in Qinghua University Rajiv Gandhi also reiterated the same feeling when he said 

that "We belie\'\.' that India and China will work together in International l'orums to bring 

about " new i nterna tiona I economic order, based on recognition of global 

i ntcrdcpcndcncc··. :' 1 

The sccoml l~tctor that paved the path of such an accord was the changing 

structure o I" the region. The nations of the region especially China and Pakistan were in a 

nexus where they had an agreement that China would transfer as well as upgrade 

P;tkistan·s -dcknec forces. There was also constant intelligence information that the 

ChincsL' were tr<mskrring nuclear technology to the Pakistanis who weren't able to build 

their own indigenous nuclear defence systems. In such vitiated atmosphere, it would have 

been the only option that was left in the hands of the Indian leadership th<~t they mended 

their broken relations and built a growing reltionship. 

Ho111 lndi;~ ;tnd China represent one fifth of the world's population and one third 

or Asia. Both were also the household of an enormous amount of skilled hut cheap labour 

as well as were the storehouse of mammoth amount of natural resources. They were also 

on the verge ol· going through the technological revolution that was sweeping the world at 

~ 1 Indian Prim~: Minisl~:r Rajiv Gandhi's Address at the Qinghua University, 13~-:ijing, 0~-:ccmber 21, 1988, 
se~: hun/in•.~a!J.Hii,._.IJic,i•.l. 
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that hour. The potentials and the amount of success that was in store if the nations 

worked ltlr the well being of each other was beyond imagination. With such partnership 

· they would not only aid themselves but as they are situated in one of the most 

underdeveloped and deprived sections of the world, will be able to pull multiple nations 

from that state and bring the entire Central and South Asian region as major players in the 

world econo111ic and political forum. 

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE VISIT 

The achieve111ents or the visit were multi faceted. It can be seen that there has been a 

signi flc<lllt increase or trade and commerce between the nations. As the initiation of trade 

started with that of the Accord, the initial percentages oftrade that took place between the 

n<Jtions were not that significant in comparison to that of the resources that the nations 

had. But there was an extremely positive movemei1t in the volume of trade that started to 

move within the 11<1tions. On the front of infonnation and technology, China has achieved 

expertise in the area of hardware, whereas India is a haven for soft ware engineers. That 

has led to the interaction of both these services that the nations could provide to each 

other. 

'vVith the initiation of positive relations where the head of the governments met 

each other. the commencement of the age of entente started, ending the three-decade-old 

age or tktL·ntc. l~<lth the leadership paved the path on which both the nations leadaship is 

moving on even till date and has helped in the growth of a strong and healthy 

relationship. The belief that both the nations are mutually incompatible as they together 

arc striving Cor a global role as well as a major power in Asia was proved wrong by this 
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visit. It was not only not a success for the Chinese and tbe Indian leadership but can be 1 

considered to be ;1 major feat for both the foreign offices of India and China. 

One major achievement was the major shift from the long standing view of the 

Indian government on the issue of the border dispute that before the border dispute was 

not settled there cannot be any mutual dialogue on the issue or trade, commerce or any 

other sphere or field. Rajiv's visit made a major shift from the border dispute on to the 

mutual relationship that needed to be nurtured and grown and the dispute regarding 

borders must he resolved in an amicable manner. taking both the nations' respective 

views into consideration. The leaders of both the nations through the consecutive JWG 

meetings will try to come to some sort of understanding so that India and China can walk 

together on the pl<mk or development and growth. 

bpccially with the initiation of the 90s and the age or globalization ushering in 

the usefulness or the ;1ccord was felt with the beginning of the next decade and especially 

in the later part or the 90s. Both the nations, till a time period had inward looking 

economics as the decade or the fifties and the sixties were spent for the development of 

their respective economics which was in shambles. They had to take recourse to 

extensive protective economic policies to save their economics from the international 

ceo nomic actors who. at that point of time were in the search or weak economies with big 

markets which they would be able to monopolize as well as to drain away. 

With the increase or economic interdependence amongst nations. India and China 

both or have moulded as well as remolded their respective economic policies to suit the 

needs that \Nould not harm their indigenous economies from the international world 

nwrket as well <IS maintaining their role as global economic players. Both the economies 
• .. 
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have libcrali;.ed a lot maintaining some sort of restraint wherever the economic needs of 

the nations. Though the private sector has started playing a much bigger role in the 

economics hut the major backbone of the economies still rests on the public sector 

enterprises. But as both the nations has abundance of resources, players in the economic 

sector. public or private. has received ample breathing space in which they can develop 

thcmselws as \Veil as develop the nations' economies along with them. This move by 

both tilL' nations has provided more autonomy to the economic enterprises and created a 

l'avorahlc and conducive atmosphere for the foreign investors to select both these nations 

as attr~1ctive destinations for their funds to be invested in. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The I l)8o Accord has been a major break through in changing the turn of relations with 

India ~111d Chin<l. and based on the neo functional theoretical perspective where, nations 

hcl'orc looking beyond towards the global environment has to take a glance through the 

region;d environment. Similarly India and China had to go through such nco functional 

changes in relations where in perspective of the changing global environment, dynamic 

lc;1dcrs taking positive steps to mould the relations of the nations so that they arc able to 

luok 1\mv;ml an age or entente from an age of detente. 
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CHAPTER:-III 
ADDRESSINGS THE BORDER DISPUTE 

INTRODUCTION 

Sino lmktn relations have been marked by several issues since independence of India 

and C'hina·s n:unilication under the regime of Communist party. Though India and 

China started building its relations in a cordial atmosphere, it did not last long. Both 

the nation~ have been confronting with each other on the question or boundary the 

settlement or which is still the main impediment between two vis-<1-vis their relations. 

The Sino Indian border stretches over a length of around 3600 Km. 1 that can be 

divided i111o three sectors: Eastem, Middle and Westem. In the western sector the 

boundar) runs between India's Kashmir and Tibet and Xinjiang (in China). The 

middk sl·,·tor runs from the Tibet-Kashmir- border junctions to the Nepal-Tibet lJttar 

Pradesh- llttranchal border junction, while the eastern sector starts at the China India-

Bhutan border junctions and extends to the China-India-Myanmar border junctions. 2 

Into castnn SL'Ctor ( 'hina has clamed 0\·er 90 thousand Square miles or territory which 

is larl:!cly covered by the present state of Arunachal Pradesh or India. In the middle 

sector India and China han; disputed on the question of Tibet and Sikkim though this 

problem has been solved to large extent by the leadership or both countries. In the 

wcsiL:m SL:clor !\ksai Chin is the main issue between the two. 

The boundary problem that still exists between two countries has been the 

principal obstacle in the path of rapprochement. This problem emerged in the year 

I !)51 when fur the first time the Chinese Peoples Liberation Army (I'Ll\) invaded 

1 
Swaran Singh, China South Asia: Issues, Equations, Policies, Tibet: The Perennial Link, 

School of International Studies. New Delhi. 2003. 
7 

T.S Murty, Paths of Peace.· Study of Sino-Indian Border Dispute, (ABC Publishing House, 
New Delhi. 1983), p.42. 
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Tibet and India considered it as a threat to its security. The second major development 

in this rq;ard took place ii1itially when first time the then Chinese Premier Chao En 

I ,ai wrote a letter to the then Indian Prime Minister Nehru claming 90 thousand 

Square. Miles of territory in the eastern sector on 8 September, 1959 . .1 China denied 

aeceptint'- the Me Mohan line as drawn by the British in 1914 in Simla conferenee.4 On 

the other hand Nehru was not willing to give any concession regarding McMohan line 

to China. The Indian Prime Minister Nehru said that ''Himalaya has given us 

magnificent barriers and any breach of these barriers by any one will not be 

entertained:·:' Rigid stand by both ~ountries on this issue led them into a border war in 

the year I %2. Though this war was brief war but it has its significance on the 

relations of both countries. 

!\ rter the 1962 episode both the countries went away from each other for 14 

years and their relations were resumed only in the year 1976. The decmlc of 1980s 

ushered in a new chapter in the history of both India and China. Between 19XO to 

Jl)X7 eight rounds of border talks were completed6 though these could not give any 

tangible result but they built an atmosphere for further talks in the future. In 

December, I <JXX the path breaking visit of the then Indian Prime Minister Rajiv 

( iandhi changed the whole scenario. For the first time India agreed to discuss upon 

other issues dropping its previous stand in which the border issue was the 

precundition l()r any other talks. 7 

3 Neville Maxwell, India's China War, (Jaico Publishing House, Bombay, 1971), p.271. 
4 Ibid. p.272. 

5 
Alka Acharya, "Crossing a Bridge of Dreams: 50 Years of India China", in G.P. Deshpande 

and Alka Acharya, (Tulika, New Delhi, 2001), p.197. 

6 
Sumit Ganguly, "India and China: Border Issues, Domestic Integration, and International 

Security", in Francine R. Frankel and Harry Harding, The India-China Relationship, (Colombia 
University Press. New York, 2004), p. 108. 
7 

Indian Prime Minister Rajive Gandhi visit to China, Bharat Rakshak.com, November, 11, 
2000. See, '!JWW .fmprc.qov.cn/enqlziliao 
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The positive out come of this visit was the setting up ol'.loint Working Groups 

(.1 Wt i) I(H· the settlement of the border issue in the future. The agreement of 1993 

concluded between the then Indian Prime Minister P.V. Narsimha Rao and his 

( "hinese counterpart Li Peng on the maintenance of peace and tranquility along the 

line or actual controlx and another confidence building measure that has been 

achieved in the year 19% and boosted the spirit of settling the border dispute that had 

been lingcring upon both countries for so long. 

In the 11" century, the visit of the then Indian Prime Minister /\.13. Vajpayee 

<idded new dimensions to the relations between both countries and in the direction of 

resolving the border dispute, both Vajpayee and Chinese counterpart pledged to take 

concrete steps. The most important come out of this visit was the recognition of 

Sikkim as an integral part of India by China can really be appreciated. This is how 
... 

the two nH1ntries made their journey from 1950s to 21'1 century. We will study in 

Lh.:tailthat how this problem put its effects on the relations of both countries and it will 

also he tried to analyse that to what extent the CBMS,(.IWCJ) and expert groups 

contributed in this direction of resolving this dispute. It will also be analysed the 

periodical approach of Indian government and Chinese government in the settlement 

or this principle issue. 

SINO INDIAN BORDER DISPUTE UPTO 1979 

When both tl~e countries emerged themselves as independent nations in the world 

lim1111 in the year I ()47/49 respectively they started improving relations with each 

other hut in the year 1951, relations suffered a major setback when China tried to 

impose its control over Tibet which was known as an autonomous region. India for 

the first time got the feeling that its security from Chinese side was under threat. Both 

8 Waheguru Pal Singh Sindhu and Jing Dong Yuan, "Resolving The Sino-Indian Border 
Dispute", Asian Survey, (University of California Press, January/ march. 2000), pp. 352. 
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lndi;1 and China had their own reservations on the question of Tibet. China wanted to 

utilise Tibet for its security purpose because Tibet was the back door to China in 

terms of security concern. On the other hand India did not want China to occupy Tibet 

bec;lllse it was a direct threat to India's security from Chinese side. The then Indian 

Prime Minister Nehru wanted to maintain the status quo defined by British at the 

It) 1-1. Simla ~:onkrenee in which Tibet had been given the status of autonomous 

rq;itln hut ( 'hina denied to accept the proposal of Simla conference. I Jence China 

rei'uscd to accept the legality of McMahan line as drawn by British in the same 

conkrcncc.'J China contended at that point of time that it was in a vulnerable situation 

so it could not defend its rights but now the situation has been changed and now 

China has its own voice. Both India and China were exchanging arguments and 

counter arguments on the question of Tibet's autonomy but in the year 1954 the then 

( 'him:se Premier Chao En Lai visited India and signed an agreement named 

Palll'hslll'cl 111 "ith the then Indian Prime Minister Nehru based upon five principles of 

PL'aL·c ful co-c.\ istcncc. 11 Both countries pledged not to violate each other's territory 

and India relinquished its rights over Tibet. 12 

In I t))t) Chao En Lai wrote a Jetter to Nehru claming 90 thousand Square 

miles of lmk111 Territory in the north eastern of area but Nehru strongly denied his 

tkm;1nd and said that McMahan line can not be altered. He took three important 

decisions on the territorial limits aod the security of the Indian state. He declared the 

Mci\'lahon Line (MML) to be India's non-negotiable border in the north-cast ·map or 

I\ 
no map~ · significantly, he made no statement regarding the frontier in Ladakh. 

9 Neville Maxwell, n.3, p.275. 
10 

Anil Joseph Chandy, "A Chronology of Sino Indian Relations", in Kanti Bajpai, Amitabh 
Mattoo. ads., Tile Peacock and the Dragon, (New Delhi: Har Anand Publication,2000), p. 421. 
II Ibid, p.421. 
p 
" Ibid, p.422. 

13 T S Murty, n.2, p.52. 
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NL'Im1·s third tkcision was to draw the Indian security perimeter along the llimalayan 

range. taking in Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim, and to warn that any breach of border 

alunl! the llimalayas would be regarded as a threat to India. In doing so Nehru 

unilaterally tkrincd limits that could be challenged by the hill stales as well as by 

( 'hina. both territorially and politically. China did not react to this challenge, thereby 

su)!gesting that it would accept the MML as the international border and did not 

question the silence on Ladakh. 14 Both the countries viewed the territorial problem 

through t11L'ir own prism. 

In I !)(lO ( 'hao En I ,ai the Chinese Premier had meeting with the Indian Prime 

Minister Pandit Nehru and placed a proposal of East-West swap in which China 

slmwcd its "·ill to settle this issue only if India gives China the part of western sector 

in return.'·' ( 'hina was ready to accept the status quo on the McMohan line but under 

domestic 1m:ssure Pundit Nehru did not accept this proposal. This is relkcted in the 

statement i ssucd by him in which he said. "If I give them I A ksa i Chin I I shall no 

lollgLT l)L' hillle Minister or India. I will not do it." I(> 

Nehru also stated that if this demand is accepted who knows that in the future 

hm\ high a pri1.e Beijing might demand. 17 Nehru's l(mvard policy was also 

responsible ror the border war to a large extent. The forward policy was designed to 

cont:lill ( 'hini1 1
S rurther advance, establish India's presence in Ladakh, to be in a 

position to cut Chinese supply lines, and ultimately to force a withdrawal. Nehru, 

IHlwL·ver mispcrccivcd that the Chinese would not respond, which in his seventeen 

14 
Neville Maxwell. n.3. p.276. 

lb Jhon W. Garver, Protracted contest, Sino-Indian Rivalry in the Twentieth century, (Oxford 
University Press. 2001 ). p. 64. 

IG 
Ibid. p.67. 

I/ Ibid, p.68. 
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y~:ar tenure as Prime Minister was perhaps his greatest folly. 1
x This policy was 

obviously based on the false premise that the Chinese would not risk an open war 

with India or usc force against Indian posts in Ladakh and NEFA areas. On. the other 

hand China's domestic problems may also have been another motivating factor in the 

military move in Ladakh and NEFA areas. This was failure of the so-called '"great 

leap li.lrward". 

In I<)~<), the change of leadership in the Communist Party, created an 

international impression that China had become weak, And incapable or resisting 

nibbling on ils horders.''J India was also preening on its victory in Goa in December 

I <J(J I over a rag-tag Portuguese occupation Force. Nehru began openly speaking about 

usc of force "if necessary" to clear Indian territory of Chinese "incursions" swayed 

perhaps hy military victory in Goa and encouraged by NATO's non-response to Goa's 

military takl:ovcr despite Portugal being a member of that US-led military alliancc. 20 

J\rter the border war. both the countries went away from each other. China went on 

accusing India on the question of Sikkim. In April 1975, China expressed strong 

condemnation and utmost indignation at the merger of Sikkim with the Indian 

l Jnion.! 1 
( 'hina viewed this act of India as another example of hegemonic tendency. In 

I (nx the leadership in China had been replaced by Deng Xiaoping. a moderate and 

dynamic Iemler and the radicals were removed. 22 Apart from this the then Indian 

foreign Minister J\.13. Vajpayee visited China in 1979 while a Chinese delegation also 

came to India on good will visit. These were the minor developments which generated 

18 J Mohan Malik, India Looks east: An Emerging Power and its Asia Pacific neghbours, in 
Sandy Gordon and Stephen Henningham, (Stratigic and Defence Studies Centre, Canberra, 
1995) Sino Indian Relations and India's Eastern Strategy, p. 123. 
19 Ibid, p. 125. 
20 Ibid, p. 126. 
21 "Sino Indian Ties: Chronology in Reverse Order", Hindustan Times.com, See 

b.!!Q://www.hindustantimes.comlnews 
22 -

· Anil Jospeh, n. 10, p 439. 
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seventl hopes li_ll" the settlements of pending issues but these changes could not give 

the expected results to the people of both the countries. 

THE DECADE OF 1980's 

The dectde or XOs ushered some attitudinal changes in the policies of both the 

countries as evident from the initiatives of the Indians and Chinese leaders and 

onicials. In a dramatic return to power 111 1980, Mrs. Ciandhi resumed political 

dialog,ue "ith senior Chinese leaders. During her regime (1980-1984), live rounds of 

talks took place between the Governments of India and the China on border 

question.:' Then: \\as no tangible outcome from these official talks on account of the 

d ia met ric a II y opposed positions held by each nation. 

But in May llJX I, Deng Xiaoping had revived the 1960 proposal of Premier 

( 'hao-Ln-lai ror a package deal on the entire China-India boundary. Broadly speaking, 

' 
I kng had proposed Chinese recognition of the McMahon Line in the eastern sector in 

I'L'tllrtl lin lnlkttl <IL'l'l'ptance or the status quo along the Line or Actual Control (LAC) 

in the \\L'stcrn sector. 24 Deng said in an interview that the boundary issue could be 

su hnl i I' hot h sides '' ould respect the present state of the border. I k a I so said. China 

''uuld acL-cpt India's mvm:rship ofthe southern slope and India should accept China's 

l l\\ nnsh i p o I';\ ksa i ('hi n. 25 

'"Though India did not accept this proposal, Beijing agreed with India to solve 

this issue l;n the bases nr ·'Sector by Sector." approach during the l()urth round of 

23 
Surnit Ganguly, "India and China: Border Issues, Domestic Integration, and International 

Security", in Francine R. Frankel and Harry Harding, The India-China Relationship, (Colombia 
University Press, New York, 2004), p.108. 
7

'
1 

Baurn. Richard, Burying Mao: Chinese Politics in the Age of Deng Xiaoping (Princeton, 
Princeton University Press, 1994)·. p. 38. 

25 Ibid, p. 3g_ 
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border talks in I 983. 2 ~> But according to Mrs. Indira Gandhi's foreign policy Advisor, 

( i. l'arthasarthy. she had even agreed to accept the Chinese package deul only that, 

with the Chinese assent, the fom1al announcement had been postponed until after 

Ikccmbcr I !JX5 general elections. Soon the assassination of Mrs. Ciandhi in October, 

I 9X4 and later the Sumdorong Chu valley incident in December, I 98(J were to 

completely rock this spirit of accommodation and delay the initiatives by many more 

27 years. 

/\rtcr Sumdorong Chu incident, the seventh round of border talks began but 

that incident cast its shadow over this round of talks. China reiterated its demands on 

south of the McMahon Line. In an interview shortly before these talks beu.an. China's 
I ~ 

vice foreign minister Liu Shuqing said that the eastern sector is the biggest dispute 

and h·y to till' overall solution.2x He also stressed that a settlement had to involve 

concessions by both the sides. Implicitly, he was calling for Indian concessions in the 

eastern sector. not in the west as in the 1960 and 1980 proposals.2
'
1 During the talks 

l.iu Shuqing asserted that the line of actual control could not serve as a basis for 

sellkmcnl. lndi<l had aggressively occupied Chinese territory on the southern slope, 

and that land had to be returned to China. While some irregularities in the western 

sector had been solved during the 1962 war, the middle and eastern sectors remained 

unresolved. I r India was willing to make concessions in the cast, China would 

certainly co.i'Jsidcr making a gesture in the west. 

When India gave the status of Indian State to NEFA and renamed it as 

Arunachal Pradesh, China strongly condemned India's move. In one ol· Chinese 

26 Jhon W. Garver, n. 15, p.112. 
27 Alka Acharya, n. 5, p. 201. 
28 Faisal 0 AI Rfough, "Sino Indian Relations: From Confrontation to Accommodation (1988-
2001 )", China Report. (Sage Publications, New Delhi/Thousand Oaks/London,2003.) pp.22-
23 
29 Ibid, p.23 
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news1x1per Wen Wci Bao was more threatening. India, the paper said. was .. occupying 

another countt-y"s territory. and legalising it through domestic legislation." Did India 

bclicw that it could --roree the invaded country to submissively obey and hand over 

its ll:rritory by this means'! Even a weak country would resist, let alone a strong and 

imkpendcnt China!'' Thc Indian government was "lifting a rock only to drop it on its 

own kct will ccrtainly cat its own bitter fruit."30 Referring to tension in the 

SunHiuron~ ( 'hu rcg.ion ncar the Thagla Ridge about the same time, the paper warned: 

.. llistory has prowd that it is unwise to try to solve border disputes by f(m:c of arms. 

The border conllict of I <)(J2 may serve as a lesson. We would like to remind the 

Indian g.overnmcnt that it should not mistakenly take China's sincerity."11 

While rejecting Indian protests as 'unjustified', a spokesperson of the Chinese 

I( m:ign 111 in is try l'u rther stated: 'This area has always been in the Chinese territory." 

Whik refuting the Chinese claim, India asserted that Arunachal Pradesh \\·as an 

integral part or India with an elected legislature and China had nothing to do with it. 32 

On the other hand. China, in an unprecedented move, distributed at the UN 

headquarters a press release presenting the Chinese version of the India-China 

hnrdcr dispute accusing India of usurping large tracts ofChincse territory. 1
·
1 Reacting 

to these reports. India's prime minister Rajiv Gandhi stated that India's stand on 

settlin)! the issue through talks was very clear and there was no question of granting 

any ·territurial concession· to China.34 On 3 April 1987, the Chinese vice-foreign 

ministcr C)uian <)ichcn said in Beijing that China had ruled out a settlement of its 

30 Ibid, p. 27. 
31 Stven A. Hoffmann, "Perception and China Policy in India", in Francine R frankel and Harry 
Harding, The India-China Relationship, (Columbia University Press, New York, 2004 ), p.62. 
J;? Times of India, (New Delhi November, 16, 1986). 
33 Faisal 0 AI Rfough, "Sino Indian Relations: From Confrontation to Accommodation (1988-
2001)", China Report, (Sage Publications, New Delhi/Thousand Oaks/London,2003.) p.29. 

34 Ibid, p.30. 
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boundary disputes with India on the basis of historic treaties, and as long as India was 

unwilling to make territorial concessions in the eastern sector, China could not be 

,I k · · h 35 expedeu to ma ·e concessions 111 t e western sector. 

In the early eighties, the steps have been taken for the settlement of boundary dispute 

was completely wiped out by Sumdorong Chu incident and it seemed that this issue 

has been put on the back burner once again. After the completion of eight rounds of 

bonkr no tangible result has come. During the same period both Deng Xiaoping and 

Indira (iandhi showed some sort of willingness to solve the problem but under 

domestic pn:ssure she could not do much. In spite of all these negative developments, 

Raji\' < iandhi the then Indian Prime minister took a courageous step to visit China and 

visikd China to add new dimensions in the relationship of both the countriL·s in 

I kc.:m bcr. I())-;:\. 

RAJ IV GANDHI'S VISIT TO CHINA A MILE STONE 

The Sino Indian relations entered in a new phase in 1988 with the visit of then Indian 

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi's visit to Beijing in December. His visit set a tone for 

positive '"atmospheric changes'' in the bilateral relationship. Both the sides agre.:d to 

break the impasse on the question of boundary and to maintain peace and stability 

alon~ the I .inc of Actual Control (LAC). During this historical visit, both the 

countries signed an agreement for the first time to set up a .Joint Working Group to 

dcl"use t<:nsion along the border. They also decided to arrange at least one meting of 

this group in a year:~r. The most important thing about this group was the pattern in 

which li.)r the first time not only officials and military personnel were included but 

------ ---------·--------
35 
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:>un'L·yors and cartographers of both the countries became a part of it.
17 

This was the 

real development in the path of settling down the border issue which had been the 

main obstacle in Sino-Indian good relations. The 15 meetings of this group have been 

completed till date but tangible results have yet to come. 

Durin!! hi:> visit to China Rajiv laid down the foundation for further talks for 

resolving border dispute in the following years. In this visit India tor the first time 

dropped its previous stand discussing border problem before any further talks. India 

also recognized Tibet as an integral part of China. Rajiv Gandhi with his Chinese 

L·ounlcrparls f(>nmllaled set a new mechanism for the settlement or lxHindary problem 

by :>ettin!! up Joint Working Group (JWG) for the settlement of this issue. The change 

in thL· approach or both the countries also reflected during these talks. This was the 

maidL·n attempt by forgetting the past both countries that showed a sign of flexibility 

rq~;mlin!! line of actual control LAC. The setting up of (.JWG) tells clearly that both 

countries have agreed to give concessions to each other regarding LAC. This visit also 

has signillcancc because crtorts towards the clarification of LAC have been started 

"ith the l(nllldation ofjoint working group, which has never happened bef()l·e. 

THE BORDER DISPUTE IN POST COLD WAR ERA 

The tunc which has been set by the virtue or path breaking visit or I 9XX by Rajiv 

( iandhi did gel momentum in the following years. In December I 991 the then.Chinese 

Premier Li Pent! came to India. This visit by the Chinese Premier was af'ter a gap of 

.\I year and once again both the countries pledged to resolve the boundary question 

through friendly consultations.'x 

37 Ibid, p.152. 
38 Jhon W. Garver, n. 15, p.125. 
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In 1993 Indian Prime Minister P.V. Narsimha Rao also made an orticial visit 

to China which culminated by an agreement with the Chinese counterpart Li Peng. 

That was an accord on the maintenance of peace and tranquility along the Line of 

Actual C ·ontrol
1
'J (LAC). In December 1993 a group of experts-comprising experts 

li·om the military and the foreign ministry-was established under the privileges of 

the .JW(i to complete the task of full delineation of the LAC. There was also a move 

to motivate talks to draw up principles under which troop cutbacks could be made 

alont! the border areas. The agreement to open the border Gunji in Uttar Pradesh in 

I !)<)2 <md at llimachal Pradesh from 1994 with Tibet entailed every likelihood of 

making the border porous and thereby enabling cross-border economic and people-to-

pL·oplc cxchanges.
40 

The agreement which was signed by the t\\'O leaders for 

maintaining peace and tranquility along the LAC was the major achievement in the 

pmcess of rapprochement. After 1988 this can also be characterized as the lirst 

concrete step towards confidence building measure (CBMS). This also became 

Asi<J·s lirst major agreement on conventional military disengagement. which has 

resulted in effecting realistic disarmament (Not just am1s control) bct\\'cen two former 

ad,·ersarics and that too without any role-played by third countries. The full text of 

this notable a~rccment read as follows: 

Article I of the MPTA starts by highlighting the consensus where both sides 

wish to res~>lve the boundary question "through peaceful and friendly consultations 

and both undertake to "strictly respect and observe the line of actual control" and 

never to "usc or threaten to use force" and whenever necessary "Jointly check and 

dcterm inc the segments" of their borders. 

39 
Abhijit Ghosh," Dynamics of India China Normalisation", China Report,31 :2, (Sage 
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Article ll makes a far more concrete recommendation asking the two sides to 

keep their border military presence "to a minimum level compatible with the friendly 

and good neighborly relations" and in fact to further agree "to reduce" them "in 

conl(lnnity with the requirements of the principle of mutual and equal security." 

'Ltking oil from here, Article III talks of evolving "effective CBMS" and asks each 

side not to "undertake specitied levels of military exercises in mutually identified 

;;ones" and to "give the other notification of military exercises" along the border. Then 

J\rticlcs IV and V speak about their agreement to create mechanisms for dealing with 

intrusiuns and other exigencies while in Article VI both the sides clarify that despite 

thesL' resulutions. nothing in this treaty shall "prejudice their respective positions on 

the boundary quest ion." 

To <tl·tu;dly kick oil initiatives, Article VII asks both sides to start by specifically 

dcl'ining the" l(mn, method, scale and content of effective verification measures," and 

/\rticlc VIII initiates this process by asking each side to "appoint diplomats and 

military e\perts to formulate, through mutual consultations, implementation measures 

l(ll· the present agreement". And this setting up of an Expert Group can be easily 

described as the greatest achievement of this Pact in terms of building Sino-Indian 

C'HMS. l·inally. Article IX gives its date of coming into effect and declares all its 

versions--! lindi, ( 'hinesc, and English-as equally valid. 41 

A lier signing this accord the Indian Prime Minister contributed much from his side to 

conslllidatc the process of rapprochement and it seemed that both countries for the 

first time a ncr I 1)~8 seriously making efforts to resolve the boundary issue. This 

accord laid the foundation of the second CBMS achieved in the year 19% when the 

41 
Haq, · Noor ul, (ed), "Indo China Relations", IPRI Fact File, Islamabad Policy Research 

Institute. (Islamabad, July 2003), val. 5, n. 7, pp.??-80. 
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Chinese !'rime Minister .liang Zemin visited India and held talks in New Delhi in 

harmonious atmosphere. This visit was the tirst ever visit to India by the Chinese 

!'resident was "long overdue", according to diplomatic sources who said thai "the time 

has come to end our estrangement and make a new beginning, which will benefit the 

people of both the nations." 42 

This statement expressed the mood of the Chinese President that how 

opti111istic he was at that point of time. In the light of this optimism another agreement 

lilr the conlidence building measure has also been signed. This is the l\\'elve-Article 

agreement on CI3MS signed during President .liang Zemin's November 1006 visit to 

New Delhi. Amongst some new initiatives, this treaty is primarily geared to fulfill the 

agenda or their lirst such agreement of 1993 and it seeks to further extend their 

existing ( 'BMS to more specilic and sensitive areas in the military licld. 

(ioing by its lirst Article that reads, "Neither side shall usc its military 

capability a)2.ainst the other side,'' it virtually stands out as a no-war pact and both 

sides have also projected it 111 that spirit. The agreement once again aflirms their 

com111itment to the LAC (Article II) while this time fully recognizing that both have 

"dillen.:nt peru:ptions" on certain segments for which the two agree "to speed up 

process of clarilication" and start "to exchange maps indicating their respective 

pcrceptions ... as soon as possible" (Article X). It is this businesslike approach to these 

sensitiv~..: questions that gives hope for the future as it depicts their mutual conlidence 

in th~..: current slate of their rapprochement. Besides, all these years there had been 

major confusion as China did not consider its deployments in Tibet as being open for 

mutual reductions and India believed that Chinese forces on the Tibetan plateau have 

42 Abhijit Ghosh, "Dynamics of India China Normalisation", China Report,31 :2, (Sage 
Publications, New Delhi, 1995), p.156. 
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a ckar one-to-ten advantage against Indian forces that will have to operate from 

below. 

/\ccordingly, Article Ill of this agreement provides that in keeping with "the 

principle of mutual and equal security" all future ceilings is expected to be based on 

"parameters such as the nature of terrain, road communications and other 

infrastructure and time taken to induct/deduct troops and armaments." Article IV 

clearly categori:;es certain types of offensive weapons, withdrawal of, which will be 

given priority. These include combat tanks, infantry combat vehicles, guns (including 

howil/ers) with 75 mm or bigger caliber, mortars with 120 mm or bigger caliber, 

surface-to-surli.ICe missiles, surface-to-air missiles, and to start with, the two sides will 

"cxclwnge data on the military forces and armaments" that arc to be reduced. It also 

exhorts the two to "avoid holding large scale military exercises involving more than 

one division ( 15.000 troops) in close proximity to the LAC" and to inform the other 

side on "type. level. planned duration and areas of exercise" in case it involves more 

than ;1 hrigadL· ( 5.000 troops), and about deduction "within five days of completion," 

and the other side shall be free to seek any number of clarifications as it deems 

11L'L'essarv. 

Taking a major step forward, the two agreed that no combat aircrart which "include 

lighter. bomber, reconnaissance, military trainer, am1ed helicopter and other armed 

aircraft" shall be allowed to fly "within ten kilometers" ofthe LAC "except by prior 

permission" from the other side (Article V). Similarly, Article VI prohibits any use of 

"ha1.ardous chemicals, conduct blast operations or hunt with guns or explosives within 

two kilometers" of the LJ\C unless it is "part of developmental activities" in which 

case the other side shall be infom1ed "through diplomatic channels or by convening a 
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border personnel meeting, preferably five days in advance." Then to "strengthen 

exchanges and cooperation between their military personnel and establishments," 

Article VII provides that the two sides shall expand (a) "meetings between 

their border representatives at designated places; (b) "telecommunication links" 

between these border points; and (c) establish "step-by-step medium and high-level 

contacts bctw~:en th~: border authorities" of the two sides. Should any land or air 

intrusions take place "because of unavoidable circumstances like natural disasters," 

th~: other side is expected under Article VIII to "extend all possible assistance to 

them" and the two shall exchange information and have consultations to work out 

"modalities or return or the concerned personnel." And finally, as under Article XI, 

the Sino-Indian .Joint Working Group on Boundary Question starts "mutual 

consultations" ror "detailed implementation measures". Once again under Article IX 

each side shall have "the right to seek clarification" regarding the "manner in which 

the other side i~ observing the agreement" or on any "doubtful situation" in the border 

region, and under Article XII, though all Hindi, Chinese and English versions are 

"equally authL~ntic," but "In case of divergence, the English text shall prevail" and like 

most other agreements, it is also subject to ratification and "shall enter into force on 

the date or exchange or instruments ofratitication''.43 

These two signi licant agreements of 1993 and 1996 boosted the spirit of 

rapprochement and brought both the countries much nearer to find the solution of 

boundary problem In the lirst agreement, both the countries showed their keenness to 

develop mutual understanding and their wish to resolve the boundary problem 

n:lkcted in the articles or that agreement both accepted that they would observe the 

Line of Actual ( \mtrol and the military presence will be reduced from the LAC. In the 

43 Haq, Noor ul, n. 41, pp. 80-83. 
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some of those articles both countries pledged to setup new mechanism for the settling 

this dispute. In the 1996 CBMS both countries inserted the clause of clearing LAC 

from heavy inf~mtry and hazardous chemicals can really be appreciated. Both the 

country also tried to observe each other's activities by exchanging data about military 

strength and reduction in their number which also was a concrete step taken by both 

of' them f'or the consolidation of mutual understanding. All these provisions indicate 

the ,,·illingncss of' both the nations to make an environment favorable for the solution 

of' this problem. 

There is another side of the status quo in the agreement maintaining peace and 

tranquility along the Line of Actual Control that tells about the steps which will be 

taken by both the countries but it has failed to suggest that how the main problem can 

be resolved and on what basis the LAC will be turned in to international border 

bet\\ een two countries. The other coming short of the accord is the time limit in with 

which both the countries would take steps to implement the provisions given in the 

articles of' this ( M PT/\). 

The second ( '13MS in the year 1996 is the extension of the prior agreement that these 

t\\'el\'e articles agreement can be characterized as a "No war pact"' between two 

countries. Once again much has been said in the articles but no provision is visible in 

the whok agreement that can bind both countries to implement decisions taken by 

them. l~vcry aspect has been left upon their ·willingness that weakens the spirit of 

agreement. This (CBMS) directs both the countries to exchange maps regarding 

location of' 1./\( · as soon as possible but unfortunately China showed its reluctance of 

exchanging maps. 

Though both (CBMS) are very sound in nature and these are the piOneer 

ef'f'orts in settling down the dispute but lack of interest by both countries has delayed 
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thi.! procl!ss of taking concrete steps regarding Line of Actual Control. In spite of 

thi.!sl! criticisms we can not forget that these (CBMS) initiatives have laid down the 

foundation for further talks in the future. These agreements have also consolidated the 

mutual understanding between the two and have also geared up the process of 

rapprochement. This agreement raised several hopes in the hearts of citizens of both 

thi.! countries that this problem will be solved in a tranquil atmosphere. The setting up 

of i.!Xpert groups has laid down the foundation for clarifying and conformity of LAC 

and in thi.! yi.!ar 2002 the exchange of maps in the middle sector was the achie\·ement 

I. I ~~ o t 1ese groups. 

For thi.! lirst time in the year 1993 both the countries showed flexibility in their 

stand alkr Ra,iiv's visit of 1988 on the question of Line of Actual Control. the 

agreL·ment "Maintaining Peace and Tranquility along the Line of Actual Control". It 

ri.!latcs how both the countries have changed their stand on the border issue. The 

phrase "Peace <md Tranquility'' means that this problem can only be solved in a 

frii.!ndly atmospheri.! and both the countries realised that rigidity can not be a solution 

li>r delineation of L/\C. Pi.!ace means that no war and Tranquility means friendliness. 

So thi.! 1ww mechanism for settling down of boundary problem set by Rajiv C:iandhi 

got momentum in I 993. 

THE NDA APPROACH TOWARDS BORDDERDISPUTE 

In I<)% the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) said in its manitl:sto that India 

should sl!ek an early solution to the boundary problem with China. This simple 

statement was a radical departure from the past positions of Ne\\' Delhi. This 

stakmi.!nt showed the willingness of NDA to solve the pending problem between two 

most vital nations of the Asia as well as the world. When the NDA govemment came 

44 Fang Tin-Sze, n.36, p.148. 
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into power with a full majority, it started the process of finding amicable solution for 

the border problem that culminated in the visit of A.B. Vajpayee the then Indian 

Prime Minister to China in June 2003. 

While the NDA government showed its willingness to solve this problem at 

the earliest. during the (NDA) government several bilateral visits took place between 

senior leaders and officials of both countries to find amicable solution of this principle 

problem that have been lingering upon them for so long and which has been the major 

hurdle in the path or rapprochement but in the year 1998 India conducted its five 

nuckar tests and the anti Chinese statements by the then Indian defence Minister 

( icmgc Fernando sighting China "Potential threat" for India's sccurit/5 and the 

letter written by Prime Minister Vajpayee to the then American President Bill 

.kfl(:rson Clinton portraying China behind its nuclear tests4
(l made China indignant. 

1\s ~~ rL·stlil. the bilateral relations who were progressing towards normalcy came to a 

grinding halt. The justification for the Pokhran tests conducted by citing a security 

thre~lt from China was not taken too kindly by the Chinese leaders. A peeved China, 

did not respond positively to India's plea for holding the II th round of the JWG for II 

monlhs. The meeting of" JWG could take place only in the month of April 1999 

whereas it was scheduled in the month of May 199847 when India conducted its 

nuckar tests. 

INDIA AND CHINA IN THE 21sT CENTURY 

As mentioned above, that the two agreements on confidence building measures have 

lain down the foundation for talks in subsequent years to resolve their disputes both 

'
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the countries utilised this opportunity and slowly but gradually started journey 

towards its destination. However the 1998 Pokhran episode derailed the process a bit 

but the sincerity and wisdom of both Titans did not let this opportunity to go away 

from their hands and soon they returned back on the track. 

In the year I 998-1999 the Indian government released a statement that she 

reiterated how we seeks good relations with all her neighbors including China. 

Further it stressed that the five Principles of peaceful co-existence, jointly enunciated 

by India and < 'hina, are of continuing relevance to the development of mutual 

relations and that India seeks a relationship in which both sides arc responsive to each 

otiH:r·s concerns. The statement also reiterated that India remains committed to the 

procL·ss of d ia Iogue to rcsol ve outstanding differences and to the development of 

friL·ndly, cooperative, good neighborly and mutually bcnelicial relationship with 

( 'hina. 

The India-China border has remained generally peaceful. Both sides have 

reiterated their commitment to the maintenance of peace and tranquility in accordance 

\\ ith the Agreement on Border Peace and Tranquility ( 1993) and Agreement on 

( ·onlidence Huilding Measures in the Military Field along the Line of Actual Control 

intlw India-China l3order Areas (1996). 

The Joint Working Group (JWG) on the boundary question was set up by a 

tkcision of the Prime Ministers of the two countries in 1988, to seck a htir, reasonable 

and mutually acceptable settlement of the boundary question. The vacuum which has 

hL·en neatcd as the aftermath of Pokhran-2 incident between India and china was 

lillcd with the visit of the then Indian External Affairs Minister Jaswant Singh to 

China in 199!). On January 14 to 16 Jaswant Singh was sent to Beijing where both 
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side reiterated that they no longer perceive any threat from each other.~x Feb 22: In his 

inaugural address to the budget session of Parliament, President KR Narayanan said, 

"India seeks to strengthen and deepen its historic and friendly relations with China 

and is looking forward to continuing the dialogue with that country."4
'
1 

In 2000 the then Indian President K.R. Naraynan went to China and held talks 

with the then < 'hinese counterpart Jiang Zemin During his talks with President Jiang 

/.cmin. he brought up the issue, only to be reminded that such "difficult historical 

disputcs" could not be settled overnight and needed both time and patience from both 

sides.'" Mr. .liang pointed out that Chi11a had resolved most or its other border 

d isputcs, including those with Russia, the Central Asian Republics and Vietnam, but 

the border problem with India involved some knotty questions, and rushing it would 

'I serve no pu rposc. 

llndcr ;lll agreement signed 111 1993, both sides arc committed to solve the 

border issue Mr. Narayanan stressed; he also said that right now, to make a 

meaningful initiative, the two sides should exchange maps on the L/\C. But the 

( 'hincsc leaders made it clear that they were not in a hurry. However, a spokesman of 

the ( 'hincsc hlreign Ministry said that his government could consider a 

"c,lmprchcnsive ag.reenwnt" with India to settle the border and "other related issues" 52 

lK·t '' ccn the twu countries. He added that the groundwork for such an agreement was 

laid \\'hen lkijing and New Delhi signed a border accord in September, I 995. 
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In 200 I, the sen10r member of Chinese peoples Congress (CPC) Li Peng 

visited India. I.i told an Indian news agency before he left for India. The Chinese 

leader's visit was a clear signal that Sino-Indian relations have come a long way after 

the troubled post-Pokhran phase. Speaking to the media in Beijing, he emphasized the 

need for patience and the right conditions to settle the issue. "I hope. in the spirit of 

mutual understanding, and mutual accommodation, this issue can be resolved. Of 

course given its complexity, it requires patience and the right conditions for its 

settlement. "hL' said that the issue could be resolved provided "the people and the 

lcadersh i p or our 1 wo countries sincerely hope for a solution." 5
·
1 

Li's comments on the 

border issue were yet another signal that China was ready for some hard bargaining to 

sellk the issuL'. rile Chinese side indicated that it would make signilicanl concessions 

if lnd ia was w iII i ng to reciprocate. It emphasised that the border issue was a 

"sensitive" one l(lr ( 'hina too. 

( 'hina has settled its land border disputes with almost all of its neighbors. Li 

1\:ng told the media bcl()rC he came to India that he would be satislicd if the trip 

would "contribute in some way" to the settlement of the dispute with India. Senior 

Indian Foreign Ministry ol'licials, however, gave the impression thai they were not in 

a hurry to sclllc the long-running dispute, and that they would prekr to let it remain 

on thL: back-burner. During his visit, Li Peng also talked about a lack of understanding 

bl'lween the l\\o countries on "certain issues" left behind by history. But in his 

meeting with !'rime Minister Atal Behari VajpLyee, he expressed satisl~tction at the 

progress made on the clarification of the LAC and hoped that the process would be 

complekd at the carl iest. 54 The two sides had exchanged maps of the central sector of 

53 Ibid. 
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the boundary for the first time. 55 Both Li Peng and Vajpayee expressed the hope that 

the process or demarcating the border would be completed soon. 

The Experts Group and the JWGs met in the subsequent months to expedite 

the process. Speaking at the India International Centre in New Delhi, Li Peng said that 

mistrust and lack of understanding continued to create problems between Indian and 

( "hina. Building. "greater trust" between the two countries was a priority, he said:'r' He. 

said that China "has never taken India as a threat, nor do we intend to pose a threat"
57 

to India. l"he Chinese statement clears that Beijing's mood was rellecting clearly that 

how willing. it \\'as to solve the pending matters and how both countries can go 

together in 21" century. Li also invited the Indian Prime Minister to visit China to 

meet the Chinese Prime Minister Wen .Jiabao for further talks on border as well as 

other ISSUCS. 

On January 13, 2002 the Chinese Premier Zhu Rongji visited India and met 

with the then Indian Prime Minister A.B. Vajpayee. Both expressed hopes to resolve 

border problem though the emphasis of this visit was on the enhancement of 

econo1nic tics. /.hu Rongji also invited the Indian Prime Minister to China. In the 

same year 2002 the then Indian Extemal Affairs Minister Jaswant Singh visited China 

and held talks \\ith Chinese foreign Minister Tang Jiaxuan. He expressed hopes for 

the betterment of relationship between two countries. In his meeting \\·ith Jaswant 

Singh. Tang Jiaxuan in a friendly atmosphere said that bilateral relations have 

maintained a high momentum and the earlier visit to India by Premier Zhu Rongji's in 

January had further promoted ties between the two countries. Tang also noted that 

55 
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( 'hina is expecting the formal visit of Indian Prime Minister A tal Bihari Vajpayce to 

• • . ~X ( l1111a later 111 the year.· 

According to Tang China and India, as two largest developing countries in the 

world, have broad common interests in advancing the multi-polarisation process, 

protecting interests of developing countries and working to forge a new international 

order. Stance the need for the two countries to strengthen coordination and 

cooperation. Tang pointed out that in order to push forward the bilateral relations the 

two sides should maintain the momentum of the exchanges of high-level visits, 

strengthen the 111utually beneficial economic and trade cooperation and further expand 

the personnel L':\changcs to increase mutual understanding, And both sides should also 

actively pro111ote the process of resolving border issues through practical 

negotiations.-'') Tang said . 

.laswant Singh agreed on Tang's viewpoints concerning the bilateral relations. 

I k said that the Indian government attaches high importance to the long-tem1 

constructive n:lations of cooperation with China on the basis of the live principles of 

pcaccl'ul co-L.\istence-Panchsheel Premier Vajpayee expressed his thanks to Premier 

/hu lilr the ill\·itation to China, saying he is expecting to pay a formal visit later in the 

)'L'ar. Singh said that as two great countries, both India and China should not view 

each othn as a threat. Singh also stressed that India would, as always, hold to the One 

China Principle and would never allow the Dalai Lama's Tibetan clique to launch 

political activities in lndia_C>o 

Singh also proposed a series of concrete suggestions on strengthening the 

dialogue and cooperation between the two countries and solving the remaining 
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historical issues between two. Tang agreed on these suggestions. The two sides 

reached a broad consensus in this area and were satisfied with the results . 

.laswant Singh said made it clear that on the question of line of actual control 

(l.J\< ")the major steps are being taken. At a question answer session, .laswant replied 

that as per the procedure followed, India has have taken the middle sector first, 

exchanged the maps at a certain agreed scale so that the LAC and areas of difference 

arc idcntilicd. lie also said that the process has been completed in the case of the 

middk sector and later begin with the western sector and then move on to the castem 

sector. 

When questioned whether the areas of differences been identi lied, Singh 

replied, "We have identilied the areas of differences. There is very little scope for 

descriptive or delinitional confusion. This is the confirn1ation and clari lication or the 

l.J\C and not the boundary." Replying to another question he said that there is a 

problem of difl'erent names for common pasturages in areas such as Mana and these 

arc being resolved. 

Indeed this is a part of the process of LAC clarification, which takes into 

. account diiTcrcncc in names on both sides. For instance, progress has been made in 

nchangc ol' \'ita I hydrological data on the Brahmaputra River. I had proposed that we 

exchange hydrological data on Brahmaputra River, which is called by a difl'erent 

name in ( 'hina and there is no difference on what Brahmaputra is. lie also admitted 

that he had not listed all the agreements that India and China hadrcached. Shri Singh 

also said, ··we should take this one step at a time as I inherited a problem which is 

half-a-century old. I would much rather move first on the LAC, '.icline the existing 

di ITcrcnces, thereafter strengthen CBMs and then move on to the border question. We 

are moving in accordance to a carefully thought out step-by-step manner in resolving 
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this cumpln issue, which is apparently intractable. I do not belie\\: this issue cannot 

be rcsolvcd.""1
" 

Consequent to these statements hopes of clarifying LAC were intensi tied since 

such kinds of steps were not taken before and to intensify this process the then Indian 

Prime Minister /\.B. Vajpayee went to China the subsequent year. By now the tone 

h<ld been set hy the efforts done by the officials of both the countries and a meeting at 

the hi~hcst kn:l had been a waiting fortunately in June when Indian Prime Minister 

/\.B. Vajpaycc paid an official visit to china and held talks with the senior most 

kadcrs of( 'hina. This visit can also be characterised as a stone mile in the Sino Indian 

rc Ia t iunsh i p. 

A.B. VAJPA VEE'S VISIT AND SINO INDIAN TIES 

Indian Prime ivlinister /\.B. Vajpayee visited China on a six days long trip li·om 22"d 

.lunc tu 27 111 .lunc 2003 in which the he discussed several issues with the Chinese 

counterpart. Wen .liabao and other Chinese officials like, President Hu .lintao of the 

1\:oplc's Republic of China, Chairman .Jiang Zemin of the Central Military 

(·om mission. < 'hairman Wu Bangguo of the Standing Committee of the National 

People's ( 'nn~rcss and Vice President Zeng Qinghongof the Peopk's Republic of 

( 'hina and reached some agreements regarding border problem as well as economic 

lkvclopmcnls. 

This was thc.lirst ,·isit by Indian Prime Minister in the initial phase of21 ' 1 century and 

it was also si~nilicant because both the countries reciprocated each other's efforts and 

moved further to resolve pending problems. After the visit, it seemed if they were on 

the n:rgc of seltling the issues hindering its relations for so long. On 23 June, 2003 a 

joint declaration was issued by the Peoples Republic of China and the Republic of 
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India to go by the documents now available for wider circulation. The Declaration 

clearly makt:s several important decisions. They include regular high-level exchanges 

lx·twet:n the two countries, a Joint Study Group to explore complementarities between 

the two countries and submit a study report by the end of June 2004,(>2 and above all 

appointment of special representatives to provide a "political perspective'' to their 

ongoing boundary negotiations. Last but not least, the declaration highlights the two 

nations' perspectives of each other that "the common interests of the two sides 

outweigh their dil"lcrences'', "the two nations do not pose a threat to each other" and 

"neither side will use or threaten to use force against the other".<d This principle 

stresses two points: differences should be addressed through peaceful means in a fair, 

reasunablc and mutually acceptable manner and differences should not be allowed to 

a Ike! the overa II development of bilatera I relations. 

On the question of boundary, the two sides exchanged vtews on the China-

lndi;1 boundary question and expounded their respective positions. They reiterated 

their rt:adiness to seck a fair reasonable and mutually acceptable solution through 

consultations on an equal fooling. The two sides agreed that pending an ultimate 

sulution. they should work together to maintain peace and tranquility in the border 

areas. and reiterated their commitment to continue implementation of the agreements 

signed I(Jr this purpose, induding the clarification ofthe line of actual control. 

The two sides agreed to appoint a special representative each to explore, from the 

political perspective of the overall bilateral relationship and the fr<!mcwork of a 

boundary sctllcmenl. 

G
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The declaration also mentioned about the Indian side recognizes that the Tibet 

Autonomous Regions part of the territory of the People's Republic of China and 

reiterated thai it does not allow Tibetans to engage in anti-China political activities in 

India. The ( 'hinese side expresses its appreciation for the Indian position and noted 

that it is lirmly opposed to any attempt and action aimed at splitting China and 

bringing about "independence of Tibet". The Indian side recalled that India was 

among the lirsl countries to recognize that there is one China and its one China policy 

remains unaltered. 

Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao said the declaration he and Vajpayee 

Wlluld sign identifies the goal and guideline principles for the two countries' relations, 

and outline a plan for comprehensive cooperation in all spheres. The document 

indiL·a~cd thai < ·hina-lndia bilateral ties had entered a new phase. The prestigious 

paper of lkijing's /hongguo Jingji Shibao emphasizes that Vajpayee being the first 

lndi<ln prime minister to visit China in 10 years. It also wrote to say that this signifies 

th<ll India's suspicion and fear of a powerful China is gradually diminishing. 

lndi<lll Prime Minister !\tal Behari Vajpayce had wrapped up his visit to China by 

s<IYIIlt! the agreements reached ,,·ould help bring an end to the nations' territorial 

disputes. Mr. Vajpayee. speaking in Shanghai said the appointment of special border 

. .,. . 1 . " d bl "(,.j I l. I N . I envoys was a s1gn1 1eant step 111 so vmg a vexe pro em . m 1a s at1ona 

Security Adviser Brajesh Mishra and Chinese vice Foreign Minister Dai Bingguo 

were named as cnYoys to the border talks. 

The prime minister praised the "cordial and fruitful talks" with Chinese leaders and 

said he had aL·hievcd his objective of strengthening ties and increasing eo-operation. 

In a statement on conclusion of his visit, he pointed to the signing of I 0 agreements 

6
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and a joint declaration on the development of relations. Prime Minister Vajpayee also 

invited Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao to visit India before leaving China. That 

also indicates the willingness of both nations to enhance its relations and that they do 

not want this spirit to be disturbed any more. Mr. Vajpayee, the lirst Indian prime 

minister to visit to China for I 0 years, said relations had been ''transformed" as the 

two sides sought new ways to overcome their differences. 

Though the visit ended after achieving some goals and the steps taken by both 

countries to improve its relations in the new millennium were appreciated by several 

generalists, intellectual's political analysts and academicians but the whole process 

could not satisl:v those pcrsons fully. That is why this visit was criticised by many of 

thcm but in totality this initiative taken by both the countries can bc described as 

historic one. If one should try to analyse or scrutinise this \isit, then it can be 

described as !()]lows. The outcome of the visit is partly d isconccrti ng, partly 

questionable and partly gratilying. The disconcerting aspect relates to Sikkim and 

Tibet. 

The HIH ·•s Asia analyst, Jill Mcgivering, said that the breakthrough on borders 

rqm:senls a quiet shirt from political grandstanding to quiet pragmatism.<>' The BBC's 

Sanjecv Srivastava. who had been following Mr. Vajpaycc on his trip, said relations 

between I klhi and Beijing arc now at their best since the I 962. llowevcr. hc also says 

the joint declaration is in reality as much diplomatic fudging as genuine progress in 

areas or di fll:rences.(!(, ·rhe most important issue of boundary problem had been given 

much wait age in that summit As reported in the press, the Indian side had also been 

assured that the follow-up actions like rectifying China's official maps and official 

records as also recognizing Indian passports of the Sikkim will be taken in due course 
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or time. ll is in that spirit that this decision on Sikkim clearly marks a historic shift in 

China's attitude towards the boundary question. 

Putting together these two initiatives during Yajpayee·s China visit - i.e. the 

elevation or boundary negotiations framework and signing of the MOU on a new 

border trade mute through Tibet and Sikkim - will go a long way in n:solving their 

major dilfcrcncc on the larger boundary question as also facilitating China's strategy 

ol· Lkvelopin~ its westl:rn region by providing it an easy access to expand its trade 

with this larger region. South China Morning Post wrote to say that the key is tor the 

leaders and people or both countries to have a long-term footing, and fl·om now on 

strive to maintain and deepen friendship and co-operation. 

lion!:! Kong's South China Morning Post termed the Vajpayee visit as 

"historic". Their jnint declaration on the sensitive border disputes and the question of 

Tibet marks a significant step in the right direction," the paper wrote. Rut it thinks 

there is still a long way to go. "The first such visit for 10 years was never expected to 

rL·solvc till· di rricult diplomatic issues," it commented. 

ThL· llimlustan Times breaks ranks however, viewed this as a reality check on 

Vajp;1yec's ( 'hin;l visit is needed because or the hype. The paper listed examples of 

what it saw as Indian diplomatic "know-tows" - "window-dressing to showcase the 

visit". /\nothcr comment was that not only did the Vajpayce team l(lrget that 

reciprocity is l"undamcntal to diplomacy, it also agreed to part with whatever leverage 

India had been left with. The Times of India also urged caution to say: "Conventional 

wisdtllll would have it that India and China arrived at a breakthrough understanding," 

In India. the llimli-language Daimio Bhaskar was upbeat by commenting that the ice 

that had accumulated over the years on India-China relations has now started melting 

gradually. 
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In the above mentioned views expressed by all prestigious papers or both India 

and China gives clear picture of Vajpayee's visit. It seems that they all are quite 

. hopef"ul and optimistic about the future of both countries. But we should not forget 

that every option has two sides and it is nqt worthy to look at the shiny part or that 

option. The f{mna Indian foreign Minister .I.N. Diksit pointed out that the satisfaction 

over Prime Minister /\tal Behari Vajpayee's visit to China stands diminished in Indian 

public perception by the confrontation between the Chinese and Indian border 

personnd when Yajpayee was still in China. 

The incident took place at Asaphi La sector of the Line or Actual Control 

( 1./\(') in Arunachal Pradesh, a sector about which there is diflcrcncc of opinion 

between the two countries as to the location of the LAC.1
'
7 Though the incident was 

more or less accidental, what is of concern is the manner in which the Chinese side 

handled the situation. According to reports in the media, the Chinese were aggressive 

in their disntssions. They detained the Indian personnel, disarmed and interrogated 

them and than sent them back to the Indian side of the LAC (according to Chinese 

percept ion) a i'tcr which their arms were returned. 

The controversy was further exacerbated by the assertion or the spokesperson 

ol' the l(m:il:!n ministry that China does not recognise Arunachal Pradesh as a part of 

lnd i;t. 

On the question oi' Sikkim China made its stand clear by saying that '"Sikkim 1ssue 

can not be solved overnight.'' In BEIGING June 24 hailing the latest Sino-Indian 

Declaration and the memorandum on bilateral border trade as aspects of "a \vin-win 

solution" to the differences between New Delhi and Beijing, the Chinese Foreign 
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Mini~try today tonk the definitive position that the Sikkim question "cannot be solved 

overnig.ht" To a specific question from the correspondent of the leeding Indian duty, 

The llindu, the Foreign Ministry spokesman, Kong Quan, defined Beijing's position 

on Sikkim with a touch of high diplomatic nuance. He said: "Sikkim is an enduring 

question kli over ll·om history. We have to respect history. (But) we have to take into 

consideration rL·alistic l~tctors (too)." Adding this accent on "realistic l~tctors" 6x, the 

spokesman delivered the punch-line to say that the issue concerning Sikkim's political 

statu~ "cannot IK· snlved overnight". 

India has admitted that the Tibet Autonomous Region is (the) inalienable part 

or the territory or c 'hina. On the question of Sikkim, China verbally accepted that it is 

an integral part or India but in the joint declaration, Sikkim has not been mentioned 

apart from this prnnouncements regarding Sikkkim that "Sikkim issue can not be 

solved uver night ... generated several doubts in the minds of Indians from the 

( 'hinese side. These were the negative statements which made Indian people unhappy 

when Indian !'rime Minister had been accepted Tibet as an inalienable part of China 

and )'L't wlt<tt might he the reason for not recognizing Sikkim as a part of India by 

C 'hina'' This generates several doubts in the minds of intellectuals. Secondly on the 

question ol Arunachal Pradesh China's stand is under suspicion which slightly 

woumkd the suul or Indian path-braking visit of2003 by Prime Minister Alai Bihari 

VajpayL:c. 

EVALUATION 

The Sino-Indian relations are the complex mix of sweet and bitter memories. Their 

experiences in the last lirty five years did not allow them to come closer as much as 

the two most important actors of a continent must come. The inexorable ramification 

68 Sikkim Issue can not be solved Overnight, The Hindu, (New Delhi), June, 25,2003. 
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or tile I W>2 war scarps the relations most and this episode has generated several 

doubts in the minds of both the countries which have been lingering upon till date and 

arc not allowing both giants of Asia to forget their bitter memories and improve 

relations at a rapid pace. Though the efforts have been taking place between two titans 

and the phase of rapprochement which has been initiated with the path-braking visit 

or Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi's in the year 1988 could not reach its zenith. 

ThL~ most important issue about the Line of Actual Control that led both 

countries ln to a situation of wars could not be solved till date despite several the 

efforts by both the countries. The fifteen rounds of (JWG) and thirteen rounds of 

experts groups have been completed but the tangible come out is still expected. In 

spite ofthis. both India and China arc quite hopeful for the settlement ofthcirdisputes 

in ncar future. This hope also gets rellectcd in the inaugural address by Yashwant 

Sinha l~xternal /\l"l~tirs Minister at the Fifth Asian Security Conference organized by 

the Institute li>r lk!Cncc Studies and Analysis, New Delhi when he said, "let me 

hmVL"vcr :tssure everyone gathered here that India's approach to relations with China 

is and will remain li>tward looking and infused with a sense of optimism. Further he 

said. "India's policies will not be based on fear of Chinese power or envy of China's 

cconomiL· achievements. They will be based on the conviction that a prosperous India 

is inL·vitablc. So is a strong and prosperous China. It is, therefore, logical, reasonable 

and in th~: ~:nl ighten~:d sci f-interest of both that the two countries learn not just to I i ve 

with each other but also address differences and build on what is common. Further, 

both India and ( 'hina are too large and too strong to be contained or cowed down by 

. I 1· I I ,c,•J any country, mc uc tng eac 1 ot 1er.' 

69 Inaugural Address By Shri Yashwant Sinha External Affairs Minister At Inaugural Address 
By Shri Yashwant Sinha External Affairs Minister At The Fifth Asian Security Conference 
Organised By The Institute For Defence Study, By IDSA (New Delhi), 27, January,2001, 
http://meaindia.nic.in/speech 
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1\ substantial measure of success has been achieved by now in the endeavor 

to L'stablish mutual understanding between India and China. Despite the l~tct that the 

lndi<t-( 'hina border spans thousands of kilometers of territory and there exist material 

d i llcrcnccs in perception, the two countries have been successful in maintaining 

relative peace and tranquility for over twenty-tive years. This achievement should in 

llll ''ay he underestimated. Moreover, the process of clarifying the Line of Actual 

( ·ontrol along the India-China border based on the institutional framework provided 

by the important a):!rccmcnts of 1993 and 1996 is making progress. 

India-( "hina relations have diversified and a series of dialogue mechanisms are 

in place including subjects such as counter terrorism, security issues, policy planning 

and the boundary question. Functional delegations to learn from each other's 

e.\pcriL:nccs arc criss crossing each other's countries. High-level visits arc also being 

rc)!ularly e.\changed. Premier Zhu Rongji visited India and Prime Minister Vajpayee 

also visited ( "hina. Both countries realise, however, that much more ground remains 

to IK· travcrsed. 111 So asserted the Indian external Affairs Minister. 

This sort of statement clearly indicates that India knows that the problem can 

only he solved through diplomatic means. So in the later part of his speech Yashwant 

Sinha paid much emphasis upon exchange of high level meetings between two 

nat1ons. Mr. Sinha also said that much goodwill has to be covered by both the 

countries that relate the complexity of the problem. Apart from this, rapprochement is 

not an easy task to do. Only a visit or two can not change the whole perspective. Both 

the nations will have to go a long way to resolve its disputes. 

70 
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I r \\ e !ook haL' k at these developments, the "border'" problem has been the mall1 

hurdle in the path of rapprochement. Then it will be suffice to say that both the 

countries have ,·icwed each other with several doubts and suspicion. In the initial 

phase nr this problem, the leaders of both the countries took a rigid stand and allowed 

this problem to grow more which resulted in a border war of 1962. Aller the border 

war. Sikkim and latter Sumdorong Chu incidents shattered the hopes of resolving this 

dispute. 

The visit of Rajiv Gandhi and setting up or Joint Working Croup pushed both 

countries in the direction of resolving dispute. In the 1990 for the lirsl lime the 

aggrL:ssivc stand has been changed and agreement like Peace and Tranquility along 

the I inc of i\etual ( 'onlrol concluded. The exchange of high level visits and sincerity 

of both the nations resulted in a fruitful manner. One should say that the environment 

was IIL'ver as propitious as it is today for both the countries to achieve their goals and 

ohjcL·tivcs. 

On thL' qucstion or boundar:i settlement it can be said that China has so heed its 

border prnbkm with its other neighbouring countries on the basis or give and take 

relations. India has also taken this policy into account and settles this problem on the 

basis of '"e<tst ''est swap." It will be nothing but an ideal situation to think the 

rL·triL·va Is or a L·hunk of territory in the Aksai Chin which had been annexed by China 

in the 19(!2 war. ( >ver more China is comparatively a much stronger actor in Asia vis

<1-vis India so it is but natural that one can disagree but can not stop China to do that. 

WhL·n thL' Indian leaders can recognise Tibet as an inalienable part or China then why 

they arc so rclu:..:tanl to settle rest of the issue on above mentioned basis'! That is the 

moot quest inns. 
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We ca11 accordingly redraw our western sector boundary with Chino along the general 

line south or the Karakoram Pass to the Chip Chap river valley, then on to Chushul 

and Spanggur -1 .ake to end up at Demchak. This alignment may become the fom1al 

Sino-Indian boundary in the west. 71 

/\ksai < 'hin is nothing but an icc desert and has no geographical, economic or 

military Valut.:s just like Siachen. Demitting this region to China should cause no 

llL·arthurn to us- \\e only loose some ego! In any case there is precious little we can do 

to rctnke /\ksai ( 'hin other than making the usual pretentious vote bank noises during 

Thou1,d1 both India and China agreed to enhance mutual understanding 

!(lllmving the li\c principles of peaceful co-existence ,non interference in the internal 

mattcrs or a country , both of them will poses no threat to each other's territorial 

intq.-'.rity and so on hut China has violated this commitment while attacking in the 

/\saphi l.a sector of the Indian state Arunachal Pradesh The former Indian foreign 

sn:rct<try .I.N. I >iksit pointed out that the controversy was further exacerbated by the 

assertion of thL· spokesperson of the foreign ministry that China docs not recognise 

1\runachal l'radesh as a part of India. 

In another statement the Foreign Ministry issued described this incident as an 

acL·idt.:ntal onL·. It further said Chinese aggression was the result of provocation of a 

statement by an Indian joumalist that Arunachal Pradesh is an integral part of India. 

When ncL·cssary the two sides shall jointly check and determine the segments of the 

I .t\C. where they have di ffcrent views as to its alignment. Article 4 of the 1993 Treaty 

ckarly states: "In case of contingencies or other problems arising in the areas along 

the I./\(·. the two sides will deal with them through meetings and friendly 

11
J K Dull, Brass trakes of China India Border Tussle, {New Delhi) 18, April, 2002, See, 

htt_QJ/meaindia.nic.in/opinion 
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constlllations betwu.:n border personnel of the two countries." The Chinese patrol 

challenging tht: Indian patrol, disarming them, detaining them, interrogating them, is 

in ckar violation of these two articles, leaving aside the general spirit and content of 

the Sirhl-lndian agreenwnls on the LAC and CBMs of 1993 and 199(J, respectively.
72 

As Eu· as the ( "hinese spokesman categorically asserting China's claims on Arunachal 

Pradesh is concerned, it is not sufficient for India to say that the Statement was 

provoked hee<IUSe or an Indian journalist's question and that the Chinese have not said 

anything new. It is also not enough to state in passing that Arunachal Pradesh is a part 

ol' India. 

Being measured and reasonable should not diminish the clarity and the 

lirn111Css in the articulation of the country's positions and policies. J\ formal statement 

eatq2.orically slating that the Chinese border patrol's behavior was in violation of the 

11) 1>:\ and 11) 1)(, agreements and that Arunachal Pradesh is an ina! ienablc part of the 

territory or the Indian republic should have been made with adequate publicity. The 

same points should be cor1veyed formally and firmly to the Chinese government 

umkrlinin):! that in the interest of continuing the initiatives for peace and normalcy, 

I k ij i ng slwuld he more reasonable and tempered 111 its responses so that 

misunderstandings due to intemperate communications, which spoiled Sino-Indian 

rela I ions bel ween 19 56 and I 961, are not repeated. 

India would do well to keep in mind Winston Churchill's advice on 

appeasement in inter-stale relations: "Appeasement out of fear or just to avoid 

111/fJ/eusanlness can he disastrous. Appeasement.fi·om a position o/clear policies and 

stn·ngtl! 111iglt1 he the surest, a/1(1 perhaps the onlv road to fJeace." 

12 
J. N. Dixit, Appeasement will not pay in dealing with China, Opinion,(New Delhi),June, 30, 
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This statement is very tn1e to a large extent regarding Sino India relations. It is true 

that ( 'hina is a larger nation vis-a-vis India but Jndia should put its points strongly 

IK·f'ore ( 'hina and must not accept the Chinese demands in a hurry. 

In Vajpayee's visit China has got what it wanted but on the question ofSikkim 

its st~tnd was dubious in nature. Secondly China did not give any assurance on the 

question of' Arunachal Pradesh and the incident took place during the Indian Prime 

M inistcr visit tells a sad story. More over the statement China said that Arunachal 

l'radL·sh is not an integral part of India generates several doubts in the minds of Indian 

oiTicials. 

ThL·se ;tt\: some pronouncements that still hinder the process of delineation of 

L1\( 
0 

hut losi n~ hopes can not be the 0 solution of any problem. There are other 

dnelopments th;tt are taking place like functioning of JWG. The Joint Working 

( iroup that w;ts set up in the wake of the historic visit to China by the then Indian 

Prime Minisll'r 1\ajiv Gandhi in 1988, the JWG has been an important instrument for 

speeding. up 1 hL· norma I ization process. Its twin objective of ensuring peace and 

tranquility in tilL· border areas and making concrete recommendations for an overall 

solution of' thL· \ L'.\ed boundary question laid the foundation for the later strides taken 

in bilateral relations. Indeed, in the ten meetings of the JWG Between 1980 to 1997,73 

the l\\'o cottntriL·s have come a long way from their dramatically opposite positions on 

the Sino-Indian border to create a Conducive environment tor resolution of the 

problem. This \\as done by the evolution of several Confidence and Security-Building 

l'vkasures (( 'BI'vl's). 

1:or instance, There was an agreement on meetings between the military 

commanders ol' the two sides taking place at least twice a year and setting up 'hotline' 

73 J. N. Dixit, Appeasement will not pay in dealing with China, Opinion,(New Delhi),June, 30, 
2003. See. yvww_ .southasiamonitor.org/opinion/aug/02dixit.html 
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links hdwcen These commanders ( 1992); opening up of more border trading posts 

and nH:asurcs li.1r increased transparency about military positions and activities along 

the Line or Actual Control LAC ( 1993); avoidance of troop concentrations ( 1994); 

and dismantlint! military posts in some areas ( 1995). 

Following an agreement reached during Prime Minister Nersimha Rao's visit 

to< 'hina in September 1993, a Sino-Indian Expert Group was set up in February 1994 

to assist the .1\V(i comprising high ranking diplomats, surveyors, and military 

pnsonnel from hnth sides. At its I Oth round of talks held in New Delhi in August 

I (JlJ7. the .JW< i ratified the agreement on extending CBM's to the military field as 

decided during President .liang Zemin's visit to New Delhi in November 1996. The 

I 11
h round ol· .1\VC i meeting had been postponed for a year due to Pokhran incident but 

now hnth the .J\V( i and Experts Group are performing \\ell and because or these 

groups the cxchan):!C or maps in the middle sector have become possible. China is a 

powL·rl'ul nation as compare to India and that is why China always tries to put can 

uppn hand ovn India. 

It will lK' neither 111 China's nor in India's favour to linger on its boundary 

disptltc and obstruct the path or rapprochement which can take both titans of Asia in a 

IlL'\\' phase or relations in present century. Both India and China both arc showing 

their willingness lo resolve all disputes through peaceful means and through 

diplomatic channels. The loundation of its talks will be the "Five Principles" jointly 

initialed hy both countries in the year 1954 and commitment towards those principles 

· have been repeated several times by both the giants of Asia. 

The key or this whole process is the interest taken by both the countries and 

their commitment towards settling down the pending issues can only give them 

fruitful results. The latest developments are bringing some hopes that these problems 
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w iII not n:nw in as hurd ks in the path of rapprochement in near future. Both the 

countries have recognised each other's potential in economic field and they are trying 

to capitalise on there by promoting trade and setting joint ventures in each other's 

stales. 

In spite or all these positives moves some way or another suspicion towards 

Chin:1 gets relkded in India's actions that do not allow her to go smoothly on the path 

or rapprochenKnl. Secondly China's continuous support to India's traditional rival 

l'akist<ln in hn nuclear program generates many doubts in India's mind. Apart from 

this India ha\L' enough examples that tell the whole story of China's nuclear aid to 

l'ak istan ( 'hina has also delivered m9- M II missiles to Pakistan late in the last 

ccnlllr)'. 

( 'hina h:1s also viewed India as a country having hegemonic tendency. It also 

has a \·ision of' sighting India to be a major actor in this region which more or less has 

compelled to Jll;Jke its policies accordingly. These are the issues which arc the main 

ohsl<IL:Ies in its p;llh or rapprochement India's former Ambassador to China C.V. 

Rant!anathan s:1ys that it \\·ill be futile to think that China will give up all its ties with 

her 111ustloyal l'riL·nd allhe cost of improving its ties with Jndia. 74 

The lK·st \\ ay is to resolve the most important problem of boundary settlement 

is on the accept:u1ce or proposal of ''east west swap." Both countries must try to focus 

lllorc in eeoJWillic l'ield which can consolidate the spirit of mutual understanding and 

will ;dso reJilO\L' suspicion from the minds of both countries about each other's stand. 

( 'hina should <Ina lyse that if India has the tendency ofhegemonism then what China is 

doing by pressurising Nepal and Bhutan. The Chinese actions with Pakistan can '10t 

--·-----------
7
'
1 

C.V. Ranganatl'1.:m, "Sino - Indian Relations in the New Millennium: Challenges and 
Prospects". China Report, vol. 37, no. 2 (Sage Publications, 2001 ), p.34. 
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be ignored. If one could analyse those actions then China's internal will tu weak India 

by supporting its rival can be exposed. But apart from this if both the countries try to 

built an atmosphere of cordiality and rather than looking at each other with suspicion 

and doubts they should give up all their anxieties and try to promote their connections 

in every possible field. 

The icc which has been frozen between the two for many years will take some 

time to melt. It will not wise to think that everything could be solved and all right in a 

jiffy. Rapprochement is not an easy task. It is a path, full of thorns and it is the duty of 

both countries to clear all these thorns and make the path smooth to walk on. 
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CHAPTER-IV 

MANAGING SINO-INDIAN NUCLEAR DIFFERENCES 

HISTORY OF SINO-INDIAN NUCLEAR PROGRAMME 

;\ rtcr 1 he end of the major armed conflict that took place in the borders 

hL·twccn India and China, the latter within two years became a nuclear weapon state 

as it tested in I .op Nur in 1964, which is situated approximately 265 kilometers south-

cast or lJrumqi in the Xinjian region. China has conducted one test on average every 

2:-:~ days till date. 1 In the very initial stages it prompted India as well as to go ahead 

'' ith its nuclear programme that started even before China went ahead with its nuclear 

IL'sts. Hut the major thrust of going ahead with the nuclear programme was achieved 

thrnu):!h thL' I .op Nor tests. 

India and the leaders that were associated with the independence movement 

nen:r ravoured nuclear arms or never agreed India to enter such race. It was also 

<~):!.ainst lmli<t ):!Oing ahead on the path of mass weaponisation, as they were the 

l"ollowcrs or the non-violence movement Nehru himself joined the Non Aligned 

J\tluvemcnt so that the nation can avoid getting entangled with the then nuclear am1s 

r<l\.:c that ,,·as persisting incessantly between the US and the Soviets. Moreover. when 

"·ar ultimately would come it would be nothing else but a nuclear war. This would be 

the ):'.rL~aiL:st disaster, Nehru explained, "For war today means total destruction of 

humanity. without victory or profit to any nation or bloc of nations." 2 Based on these 

1 
t 'hina · s Nuckar W.:apons and Testing Programs, Gree1i Peace, April 1996. sec 

ltttjl::, ;H·dli\'L\gLL'cnp~i)rc.Q!g/comms/nukcs/ctbt/rcad I l.html 

' - .John W (iarvcr. /'rolracled collies/: Sillo-llldiall Rivafly i11 the Twe11tieth cellfliiT, (Oxford University 
Press. 2001 ). pp .. ~ 14 · J 15. 
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premisc·s: by the early I <JSOs Indian defence as well as foreign policy was to work tor 

the L'venlual abolition of all nuclear weapons as part of a programme of general 

disarmament. Hut with the dc!Cat that it had to bear in the 1962 war in the hands of 

the ( 'hinesc and later China going ahead with the nuclear option, India had to change 

her nuekar stand and started seriously thinking about trying out the nuclear option at 

hand. 

The first test made by Chinese scientists was an atomic bomb in 1964. The 

s~.:enml signilieant test was in 1967. which was China's sixth nuclear test was on June 

17. "·hich was a hydrogen bomb. From then on China intermittently has gone ahead 

\\·ith testing nuclear weapons in the Lop Nur test range.J As M..l. Vinod has 

cnmtm·nted th~tt. "India's nuclear programme must be understood in the light of the 

de kat at the hands of the Chinese in 1962. The Chinese nuclear lest on October 16 

jl)(l'-1. rurther added to this sense of insecurity".4 

As Ming /hang has commented that "before conducting its lirstnuclear lest in 

1'>7-1. ifl(kt's nuclear policy was directed toward the perceived threat that it had from 

China".~ lndi<1 went ahead with the nation's lirst nuclear test in 1974 in the Pokhran 

lest site that is also known as Pokhran I, after the May 1998 tests. Immediately after 

\h'-· tests were made. the US administration put the entire Indira Candhi administration 

under considerable stress that made the Indian government to shelve the nuclear 

doctrine thai they had taken, which remained shelved for the forthcoming two decades 

or so. 

' ( 'hina's Nuck~tr Weapons. Present Carahilities. Nuclear Weapon Archive, sec 
h II p:. · ttlll' ly<t twc·;, p< lllar.ch i vc. org/Ch inaiCh 1 naA rscna I. ht ml 
0 

"-Ll. Vinod ... Nuckar Prolil\:ration in South Asi<t: Current <tnd Future Trends ... Strategic AnaiJ;yis 
(Nc\1 lklhi). 1ol. :\VIII. no. 12. March 1996. p. IW8. 
' Min!! /.hang. ( 'hil/{t's ('hanging Nuclear Post uri!: Rl!actions to the South .·I sian Nuclear i'l!sts. 
(Washington. Carm:gic Endowment for International Peace, 1999), p. 12. 
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China's support to Pakistan in developing Pakistan's nuclear weaponisation 

beeallle an eye sore for the Indian political leadership. Especially, the reports that has 

been published by the American intelligence lately, shows that the Indian perception 

or threat that it had with such symmetry that China and Pakistan shared, was not 

unealkd l(>r. Newly declassified U.S. government documents made public on Friday 

March 5. 2004. shed new light on almost three decades of U.S. unease over China's 

suspected cooperation with Pakistan's nuclear weapons program. For 15 years, over 

the course or four lJ.S. administrations, China ducked and denied repeated American 

inquiries about Beijing's cooperation with Pakistan's nuclear weapons program. But 

om: ur the hrieling papers released on that day stated: "We have concluded that China 

has provided assistance to Pakistan's program to develop a nuclear weapon capability" 

in the areas or lissile material production and possibly also in nuclear device design.1
' 

This assistance increased in the eighties and nineties as well as when China assigned 

. 
its scientists to Pakistan for helping her out in its nuclear project. China has also 

lkli\cred live thousand ,:ing magnates used for the enrichment of uranium. Chinese 

clandestine support to Pakistan in its nuclear program and transfer of missile 

tcdlllology made India anxious about Chinese intentions. 7 

POKHRAN II NUCLEAR TESTS OF INDIA 

On May 11 111 <llld I3 11
' I 998 India conducted its nuclear tests in Pokhran, which 

attracted world's attention towards this region of South Asia. India became a nuclear 

pmwr immediately and stood second after China in the world's largest continent 

/\sia. < >n May ~Sand 29, India's traditional rival Pakistan went ahead with a tit for tat 

nuc ka r tests. 

'' Carol ( iiaL·onw. ··J)ncumcnts link China to Pakistan Nuclear Program·, Reuter, March 5 2004. sec 
''"" .rl'tttcrs.L·lonlihlca.lc~llL:_'y~i\_rtick_.jsp;:40492c77:Sdbda9f938da783c 
7 

K;ulll llajpai and Amitabh Malloo, cds., The Peacock a11d the Drago11 (New Delhi: Har Anand 
l'ubliratwns. 2000). p. 427. 
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The entire world political actors came down heavily on such decisions taken 

by the Indian and Pakistani decision makers. The Indian then Defence Minister, 

( ieorg,c Fernandes came out with an explosive statement to make the nuclear tests 

logic~tl. lie commented that "China is potentially threat number one". He went on 

saying that "China has its nuclear weapons stockpiled in Tibet along India's borders. 

I"m sure they ;m: directed elsewhere also ... The potential threat from China is greater 

l'rom than that l'rom Pakistan and any person who is concerned about India's security 

must agree with that".x 

Then came the revelation of the letter that was written by the Indian Prime 

Minister. /\tal l~ihari Vajpaycc to the then US President Bill Clinton, which was 

revealed hy the Nell· York times, where he clearly mentioned that "I have been deeply 

concerned at the deteriorating security environment. especially the nuclear 

environment, 1;1eed by India for some years past. We have an overt nuclear weapon 

stale on ut1r borders: a state, which committed armed aggression against India in 

I <)(>2. i\ltiH>ugh our relations with that country have improved in the last decade or so, 

an ;llnm..;phcrL' <>i" distrust persists mainly due to the unresolved border problem. To 

add to the distrust that country has materially helped another neighbour of ours to 

l)L·comc <J u>vcrt nuclear weapons state .. -\1 the hands of this bitter neighbour we have 

sui"l"crcd three aggressions in the last 50 years'".'1 

These tests !eli several implications upon the relationship of India and China 

the two most populous nations of the \\·orld. The dawn of its relations came under a 

shadmv ol' these nuclear tests conducted in Pokhran. 

x Srn11ft ( 'lti1111 Momi11g !'nsf, May 4 1998, sec https://archivc.scnJP.com/Mav 4 Indian 
" N<'" l"ork Filii<'.'· May 1.\ I 998, p. A t2. 
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lJnl'urlulwll:ly, this was not Mr. Fernandes' tirst such statement. Days before 

the arrival or< ieneral f'u, when Pakistan test fired its Inter Regional Ballistic Missile 

(li{BM), (ihauri. he declared that China was the mother of Ghauri and raised the 

threat of a ( 'hinese encirclement of India. 10 This was a categorical statement, not 

nuanced in any manner. He then proceeded to detail the exact nature of this threat and 

to explain how India was being encircled along its land and sea borders by Chinese 

military and naval activity in our neighbouring countries, and added that India has to 

be "prepared for any eventuality".'' In Mr. Fernandes' book. such preparation calls for 

laking Iough decisions that include "ruling in" the nuclear option. 

13ul the nuclear test put India on an entirely new footing in having leverage in 

inlcnwlional political decision-making. Though she was not immediately recognized 

as a member of the nuclear club, a club that had five nations, the US, Russia, China, 

I· ranee and l lnit ... :d Kingdoms in it. India and Pakistan joining that club was certainly 

not a \·cry attractive proposition of the nuclear weapon holding states. But they 

imnlcdiately understood that the manner in which the entire South Asian region was 

pushed towards a nuclear holocaust as the region is still considered to be one of the 

unstable regions nt' the world. There are two reasons which can be shown which can 

IK· ciiL'd as principk reasons that motivated India to go ahead with the nuclear tests. 

l:irsl. the statements made by the Indian leadership, after the tests were done 

put a \'cry shaky picture of the Indian leadership who was suffering from some sort of 

a li:ar psychosis from the 1962 war with China. This sort of paranoia that the Indian 

leadership advertised in front of the world political arena made the picture clear about 

the apprehension India had about China even after signing accords like that in 1988. 

The Prime Minister's letter to the US administration clearly stated that there were 

1
'' SiatcmclliS h~' l>cli:ncc Minister George Fernandes, II may 1998, sec http://ww~yjm:_~,!)_r_g/ipcs. 

II (hid. 
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some sign i rica ill positive movements ({)r rapprochement bet ween the nations but the 

·lingering veil or distrust still covered the relations between nations as the disputed 

borders remained as the principle bone of contention. 

The second reason is the Chinese clandestine support to Pakistan in its nuclear 

program and transt'cr or missile technology which remained a cause or deep concern. 

India could not ignore these fltcts. Apart from this China the other most important 

neighbour or India had a huge nuclear arsenal. It was hard ror India to forget that 

( 'hina committed arms aggression against her in the year 19(>2 and the territorial 

disp11tc remained unresolved. There are some reports that even were known to the 

Indian administration about the amount of nuclear technology that was transferred to 

Pakistan l(mn ( 'hina. In 1983. the Indian administration with the assistance of the US 

administrati(lll came to know that China was assisting with the production or fissile 

matnials ami possibly with the design of weapons. The issuance of' the Pressler 

/\mcllliment un Pakistan as the US administration doubted about Pakistan's 

involvement in the procurement of nuclear \Veapons. China, especially on the issue of 

assisting. Pakistan (>11 the nuclear front was extremely quite making South Asian 

neighborhood highly suspicious about the nexus that it had with Pakistan. This was 

also one or the causes given by the Indian Prime Minister, in his letter to the US 

PresidL·nt l~ill ('linton. 
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SINO INDIAN PERCEPTIONS ABOUT NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

India's perception regarding nuclear tests is based on the principle of"no first 

use.'' 1] Indian Prime Minister A.B. Yajpayee in the Lok Sabha said: "We will not be 

the lirst to usc the nuclear weapons. Having stated that, there remains no basis for 

tlH.:ir usc against countries which do not have nuclear weaponsT 13 In other words, 

India will not use its nuclear weapons in a conventional war, and even in a nuclear 

war it would not usc the weapons till India is first subjected to a nuclear weapon 

allack. Thus, India would use the nuclear weapons only by way of retaliation for its 

survival ag.ainst nuclear weapon attack. In regard to the question of any further tests, 

the Prime Minister declared that: 'We can maintain the credibility or our nuclear 

deterrent in the Future without testing.' 14 This sort of statement clearly indicated that 

India has conducted its nuclear tests to expose that India is not a weak state to be 

suppressed by any super power having nuclear weapons. (' Raja Mohan has 

comnh:ntcd that ··the two principles suggest that the only purpose of India's nuclear 

arsenal is to prevent blackmail from other nuclear powers. 15 .laswant Singh India's 

1-:xtcmal ;\rti1irs Minister wrote: 'the nuclear tests by (India) conducted on II and 13 

May ( 10!)8) were by then not only inevitable but a continuation or policies from 

I I I. , .. d d . 16 a ll\(lSI 1 lL' car test years o 111 epen ence . 

On the other hand China has expressed almost similar v1ews on her own 

nuck:1r po!icy. China had also pledged the ·'no first use'' policy. But 111 China's 

polil·y. there remained a serious caveat; for example the Chinese pledge did not apply 

1
: 1\haral Karnad. "Nuckar Weapons and Indian Security", (Macmillan India Limikd. N-:11· D..:lhi. 

2002). pp. ()J. 
1

' Vijay K Nair. "The Stru.ctur..: of Indian Nuclear Deterrent", in Amitabh Matton ( cd. ). l11dia's Nuclear 
lki<·ln'llf: l'n!.·/irall II a/1/llkrolld, (Har-Anand, New Delhi, 1998), p. 66. 
14 lhid. pp. ()7. 
1

' ( • l{aja l'vlohan. "Vairayc..:'s Nuclear Legacy", The Hi11du, 21 April 1999. 
1
'' Min~ /.han~. "China's Changing Nuclear Posture, Reactions to the South t\sian Nm:kar Tests". 

PP I 0. 
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to I ;~iwan '\\'hich i~ a part oi'China·. 13y the same logic the areas .such as South China 

Sea and /\runaehal Pradesh which are claimed by the Chinese as Chinese territory, 

wuuld not come under the purview of no-first-use.
17 

This can pose a serious threat to 

countries like India during any case of aggression in the future between two countries. 

SINO INDIAN RELATIONS AFTER POKHRAN II 

The atmosphere was not congenial for both China and India to issue such 

stall'ments \\'hich made its relations at stake. On May 2 1998 the then Defence 

Minister or lmli<t described China as a major military threat to India. However, he 

suhsL·quently claimed that his observation made to a private TV channel was 

disturted. ( )n i'vlay 5 China reacted angrily over Fernandes' remarks dubbing China as 

a thrcaL and described them as "absolutely ridiculous and unworthy of refutation". 18 

ThL·se statements and counter statements generated mutual distrust between the two 

and the Pokhran II episode played its role to darken the picture that had become 

t!loo,ny bel(lrL' On 14 May China strongly condemned India's nuclear tests. On .June 

17. ( 'hinesL· president .liang Zemin and US president Clinton signed a joint statement, 

al'll'r the lattn's 'isit to l~eijing in the last week of June. 1998. 1
'
1 It said that: "Recent 

lllll'kar tests hy India and Pakistan and the resulting increase in tension between them 

;m.: ;1 suurcc lli. deep and lasting concern". To both these pronouncements by China, 

lmli<t became \\ary and above all the letter written by the then Indian Prime Minister 

to thL· then the !'resident of' /\merica Bill Clinton portraying China as a threat number 

one lill· Indict was solely responsible to increase tensions at the highest levds. 

---·-·---------
I"' 
'lhid.pp.ll t~ 

"S1n" lnd1an Rl'iat1ons II chronolog~· in Reverse Order. June 18 2003, sec h!!.Q:ilwww.hindustantimcs.com/news 
1

" !hid. 
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Primt: Minister Vajpayee wrote in his letter "I have been deeply concerned at 

the deteriorating security environment, especially the nuclear environment, faced by 

India lill· some years past. We have an overt nuclear weapon state on our borders, a 

state which committed armed aggression against India in 1962. Although our relations 

with that country have improved in the last decade or so, an atmosphere of distrust 

pc·rsists mainly due to the unresolved border problem. To add to the distrust that 

courtly has materially helped another neighbor of ours to become a covert nuclear 

weapons state. /\t the hands of this bitter neighbor we have suffered three aggressions 

in thL· last 50 vearS:' 211 

The New York Times reports about Indian PM Vajpayee's 'letter' to Clinton 

citint-! India's pt:rccption or a possible threat from China as one or the reasons for 

Pokhran II. ( 'hincsc govt. reacted shaqJiy. 21 Prior to this skepticism about China also 

):!.OI rcllectL·d in the statements issued by the then Defence Minister George Fernandes 

and < icnnal Krishnaswami Sundarji, fom1er Chief of Staff of the Indian army, wrote 

in I <)l)) th;tt his country needed "both a nuclear and a conventional minimum 

cap;1hility to deter China and Pakistan,"22 adding that, "if the Chinese usc only tactical 

nuckar wcap(tns. India would do likewise." Since the early 1980s. the annual reports 

ol' the Indian Ministry of Defense have persisted in identifying China as India's most 

formidable thrcat. 21 There have also been reports of the nuclearisation of the Tibetan 

plateau. i\ccording to a report submitted by the American author John /\vedon to the 

liS Senate 1:oreign Relations Committee on 17 September 1987. "one quarter of 

China's :150 strong nuclear missile forces are in Tibet."24 

'"t\,·oo· I ,,r/, finl!'s M;oy 1.\ I <)98, P' A 12. 
"Sinolndi;on lh·l;otions ;\chronology in Reverse Order. June 18 2003. sec http://www.hindustantimcs.com/news 
'-' Opl'it(Ming/.han, 1'>'>9) 
''Annual Report MinistryofExtcrnal Reports, 1990-1991. 
'"Salish Kumar. ··Nud.:arisation oi'Tihctan Plateau and its Implications 1(1r India"' 13 March. 2001. see 
!Htp:!· "'"''' .. ip,·s,< >rg/j_p_o;~L!ssuclndcx2 
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China's ma_im nuclear sites are located in Tibet. China's nuclear production 

t:stahlishmcnt. known as the Ninth Academy, was ready to produce nuclear weapons 

by I <J7 I. The lirst batch of nuclear weapons manufactured was reportedly brought to 

Tsaidam l3asin and stationed at the extreme north west of Amdo province Because of 

its high altitude and isolation. These missiles, located at large Tsaidam and small 

Tsaidam. arc reported to have a range of over 4,000 km, placing the whole Indian 

subcontinent within striking distance25 which anxious India the most for these reasons 

and these pronouncements by political leaders as well as military personals clearly 

indicttc that to what extent mutual distrust persist between the two nations. 

( 'iting the recently improved Sino Indian relations. Xinhua, the official 

( 'hinese news agency tn an article stated that the "China threat advocated by the 

Vajpayec government ts not a fact. But the interference from a group of Indian 

pnlitic<d ligures with China's internal affairs is a matter or record."2
<> An article 

published in the Pl./\ 's Liberation Army Daily detailed Chinese perceptions of Indian 

nuckar dcvcl<lpmcnts, including a policy in existence since 1 <)74 that rcserYes the 

option ol' building nuclear weapons for deterrence. China believes that India 

conducted nuclear research for weapons purposes and stored nuclear-weapon parts, 

which can he <tsscmbled as nuclear weapons when necessary. It ··adopted the policy of 

vigmous dcvclnpmcnt and comprehensive improvement.''27 

THE REMAINING NUCLEAR DIFFERENCES 

TilL' spirit of rapprochement has been shattered for a while but this whole 

episode c.\p<lSL'd one thing that still India suffers from a fear psychosis or China and 

''Ibid. 
'" Jaspt Sin~h (l·d ). Nuclear l1111ia. New Delhi, 1998, p. 85. 
'

7 
Ibid pp s7 
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still has limited faith on Chinese actions. The bitter memories of 19(>2 are still alive in 

the minds of Indian leaders as well as military personnel. 

.John W < iarver has viewed Sino Indian relations through his own prism. He 

said there have been three central characteristics of the Indian-Chinese nuclear 

relationship: asymmetry, indirection, and status enhancement. By "asymmetry" 2x he 

meant that Indian and Chinese threat perceptions have not been mirror image. Chinese 

and Indian perL·ept ions of the origin and nature of nuclear threats, and of the role of 

the other in those threats, have been very different one from the other. China's threat 

JK-req)tion focusell on the United States and the USSR and Chinese perceptions of a 

potential nuclear threat from India seem to have been virtually non-existent. There is 

no evidence that such a threat Perception ever entered the consciousness of Chinese 

leaders. and considerable evidence that Chinese leaders have never thought of India 

either when they considered how China might use its own nuclear weapons or about 

possible threats of nuclear attack on China. Indian leaders, on the other hand, have 

pL·rcL:ived a nuclear threat from China since 1964 and have continually debated about 

ho\\· to deal with that threat. 

By "indirection" Garver meant two things. First, the nuclear threat from China 

percL·ived by India came not primarily from fear of a direct Chinese nuclear attack on 

India. l~vcr since 1964 there have been a few Indian analysts and leaders who 

IK·Iinnl that the threat from China was substantial and immediate enough as to 

require Indian acquisition of nuclear weapons.
29 

But this view was a distinctly 

minority view and was never manifested in the government policy. 

~' John W ( iarvn. "South Asiu's Nuclear Dilemma." Paper presented at conference in Weuthcrhcad 
Center for Internal ion a I A mtirs. Harvard University, 18-19 February 1999. sec 
Llll[J:c."wwl_\ c~m·;tdcl·.ni_~~-il.) 
,., !hid. 
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( iarn:r h;1s prL·o.cntcd his view that India did not perceive nuclear threat from China. 

India's main l\1-.:us is on its traditional rival Pakistan. Though Pakistan has been the 

traditional rival or India since its independence but it should not be forgotten that in 

the year 19<12 it was China not Pakistan who attacked India and became the first 

natiun who cPinmitted arms aggression against India. Second thing. China's nuclear 

arsenal is very huge as compared to India. China's clandestine support to Pakistan in 

its lllll:kar prugram is not l~1r from India's knowledge. When Indian analysts 

concluded by the I 'JoOs that China was assisting Pakistan's nuclear weapons 

programme, tlh.: Pakistani nuclear thrcai became linked; cognitively to the Chinese 

threat eogniti,·L·Iy it was almost as though China was transferring a portion of its 

nuck;1r arsen;d tn Pakistan, allowing that country to threaten India. 

So it will IK· a li1tal mistake if India does not exerctse its nuclear capability. 

i\tnwsphne \\;Is charged and both India and China looked at each other with 

uncL'Itainty. tilL· ;mtbiguity between the two persisted but the second phase after 

Pok hra n II epis, 1de began in the .I uly-m iddle to December, 1998, there were signs of a 

111ello\\ int! dm' n ol' C 'hinese rigidity on the bilateral aspect. In the same month 

( 'hincse ambassador visited India his statement published on 10 July and at a public 

address at the India International Centre on 25 July. Two remarks from the Hindu 

article needs to he quoted. First, referring to the statements since April, the 

A111hassador said that the tests and the statements and counter statements from 

government ollicials from both the nations has "sabotaged the atmosphere of the 

current Sino-Indian relations, harmed the developing bilateral relations between China 

and India and endangered the future of the relations between the two countries."
30 

"' .Ialli II T .Jacob. RqJOrt of the IPC:S Seminar hciJ on 26 March 2004, sec ww~J)_~S.O!'Jiillcs/issuclndex2 
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Second. is the condition that he ascribes to restoring good relations between 

our I wo countries. where he says: - "However, it is up to the doer to undo the knot' 

just as a ( 'hinese saying points out. The Chinese side hopes that the Indian side will 

make responsible explanations with regard to the aforesaid remarks against China 

immediately stop all its accusations and take actual actions." 31 

The Ambassador's speech at the Centre on May 25 2003 described China's 

polil·y on rei'orm and opening up, China's foreign policy, China's South Asia policy, 

and traced the history of' Sino-Indian relations. The last paragraph or this talk deserves 

to be quoted in full: "Since April and May this year the Sino-Indian relations have 

"itnessed abnormal developments. That is something we are unwilling to see. The so-

called C 'hina threat to India's security is baseless. Fictitious charges against China 

have l:!reatly hurt the feelings of the Chinese people and harmed the Sino-Indian 

Relations ... :~ What China hoped from India is neighbourliness. friendship and co-

operation. What China wishes India is stability, progress and development. 

( 'liin;1 did not pose any immediate threat for India, especially when the 

rapprochement process had already started moving on a positive note. The Chinese 

side L'Otdd not hut refute some wanton attack and accusation against ( 'hina by certain 

j)LTSl>nagcs 111 India in order to safeguard the fi·iendly relations between our two 

countries ant! bring the Sino-Indian relations back onto the track or healthy 

development. On August 4, 1998, the Indian PM Vajpayee told the Indian Lok Sabha 

that lndi<t was keen on improving its relations with China and asserted that his 

11 :VIa1 ( icn Dipankar Banerjee ( Rctd. ). '"India-China Relations'', IPCS, 6 August I <)<JS. 
,_. Sino Indian R<.:lations A chronology in Reverse Order. June 18 2003, sec http://www,hindustantimes.com/news 
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( iuwrnmcnt had never dubbed China as an enemy or a threat.n He also said India 

wanted to accelerate the efforts for a solution to the border problem. 

Makin):! his remarks in Lok Sabha on May 27 1998, the then Defence Minister, 

hL' cummcnh.:d that. "Sir. we have taken this decision taking in to account the threat 

pcrcq1tion tu the nation ... My statement about China has been discussed in the house 

in detail. Sir. I maintain that in terms of threat perception China can be considered as 

Clll'lll ,. lllllll her one .... "·14 

TilL· Indian Prime Minister replied to the discussion in Lok Sabha on nuclear 

tests on fVIay 2(J. 1998. "Concern has been expressed by some Honorahle Members 

rL·g;mling Chin;1·s reaction to our decision. Ld me assure this House that we seek 

guod rcl;~tiuns with all our neighbours, including China, our largest neighbor. India 

and ( 'hina arc two of the world's largest and most populous countries ... There is 

considerable putential to expand our economic and commercial cooperation. But we 

have some cunccrns ... There are issues relating to India's sovereignty, territorial 

intq·.rily and security that have been reflected at various levels, including highest 

kvl'ls ... ( )n the boundary question, we recognize that a resolution requires time and 

p;1tiL'IK'L'. 1~111 prog.ress can. and should, be made. 

Our concerns regarding China's defense cooperation with Pakistan remam. 

llnlikL· l11dia-( 'hina relations, who have shown improvement despite the dirticulties of 

the past. l';~kislan remains reconciled to good relations with India. Our view in regard 

to c:o-;tcrnal military assistance to Pakistan has been consistent over the last fifty years. 

< ii,·cn Pakistan's approach to India, assistance in the defense field to Pakistan affects 

India's security directly and adversely ... On our part, we do not seek a confrontation 

·'·
1 

l'arlla1m·n1 llchalc. Prime Minister. Vajpaycc·s Address in Lok Sahha. sec 
hllp: '.1'\V~I .l;ls.orgin~\-,:~/india/1 <)<)8/05/0829059807.htm 
'·' llml. pp .1.12 .\..l4. 
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with ( 'hina ... We remain committed to the process of dialogue to resolve outstanding 

diiTcrenccs and to the development of friendly, cooperative, good neighborly and 

mutually benel'icial relationship with China. Statements by Honorable Members have 

clearly indicated a sense of solidarity in meeting any challenges to India's security 

with lirmness and resolve. Government welcomes this expression ofunity.".15 

By this statement in the Lok Sabha, the Prime Minister tried to clear any 

misgivings that China might nurture about the Indian leadership. The manner in 

\\·hich India \\'as forced into going ahead with the nuclear tests, the basic motivation 

behind such tests, and so forth was properly explained in the lower house of the 

lndi:111 Parliament. 

.lustil),ing the tests, India's National Daily The Pioneer wrote on June 16, 

I 1J<JX. "no e:-;ternal guarantees can defend a country of India's size which has 

c;.; t I'L'Il1L'h' sensitive borders.... France itse I C under the charismatic De Gaulle, 

strengthened its security over and above a US security cover due ·to political 

unn:rtainty in J:uropc. India too confronts an uncertain strategic climate forcing it to 

augment its security". 

J\rter analyzing all the avenues of nuclearisation, one should not lorget that 

this phase did not last long. Soon after Pokhran II incident, the Indian Prime Minister 

told Rajya Sabha on May 27, 1998 that: "We seek good relations with all our 

neighbours. including China, our largest neighbor. We would like the Chinese side to 

apprcciall' that our concerns need to be addressed in meaningful manner with a view 

"Ibid. pp._l<) 1- J<)(>. 
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to llndin)! early resolution. We do not seek a confrontation with China. We seek 

relationship in \\'hich both sides are responsive to each other's conccrns''. 3
h 

TIK·sc statements give the clear picture of Sino India relations though relations 

wen: sli)!htly 111ovcd 11-om its path but soon returned on the track. China also 

susJwmkd tilL' J:kventh meeting of Joint Working Group scheduled to be held in the 

month or November 199X but this suspension did not last long and meeting was held 

in thL' month 0 r /\ pri I Jl)<)<) .. \7 

TilL' l(mnal beginning of this post-nuclear rapprochement was made by China 

Institute l'or < ·ontcmporary Relations (CICIR) that invited Indian experts to Beijing 

durill_!! ( >ctohcr I<)<):-) to discuss the future of India-China relations. This was 

reciprocated hy the Indian side inviting two Chinese delegations to India during 

NovL'nlhn I <J<JX and January 1999 which were respectively hosted by Institute of 

( 'hincsc Studies (I( ·s) and Center for Policy Research (CP) in New Delhi. Of these, 

the sccoJH.l lt\'c-member delegation from Beijing was led by former Chinese 

/\111h~tssadur to India. Cheng Ruisheng. They visited New Delhi during January 24-

2<J. I<)<)<) and. in addition to their three-day deliberations with Indian experts, they also 

called on India's President, K. R. Naraynan which was very important in terms of 

sending. posit i \ e signa Is a bout their post-nuclear rapprochenJel!l. 3x Prior to this India 

\\'as lirst to send Mr. .laswant Singh to Beijing on June 14-16, 1999 where both sides 

rL:-ilL'rated th<tt they no longer perceive any threat from each other.·''J The tirst lndi(l-

( 'hina Security Dialogue held in Beijing on March 6-7, 2000 implied was Beijing's 

lac i I aCCL'ptancc 0 rill kast India. s new de facto nuclear status. Seco/1(11\', this marked 

a shirt from lkijing's initial high-pitch anti-India rhetoric to more businesslike 

,,, l.uA Sahlicl dd>clfc·s. May 27 t'J98 ,Voi.IINo.J-2, pp. 301-302 
'
7 1\lwrt<:ndu Ku1n<1r Singh. '"Sino-Indian Tics: The lith Round of Joint Working (iroup Meeting". 7 June 1999, see 

11·11"1\ . i )l\.'S. \ >rgi l[ll"S• j SS~iCJ !lQf,'i~ 

" India Chin;~ l'osl Nuclear Rapprochement. 
,., lhid. 
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dclii)L'I~ttions at bilateral onicial channels. Thirdly, both sides indicated that they were 

nn\\ "illing to put India's tests in the context of global trends and agreed to have a 

broad-based ag.enda for discussions. There were also some reports of Security 

Dialugue having. a sub-group on nuclear issues but this not been materialized. 

TilL' second round of India-China Security Dialogue took place at New Delhi 

on i·chruary X. 200 I. This time the China-India Security Dialogue teams were led by 

;\ssi..;t~ttlt Fureign Minister or China, Wang Yi, and Additional Secretary in India's 

Mini..;try oi" 1:oreign 1\tl~tirs, T. C. A. Rangachari. On its conclusion, China's Foreign 

l\11 i 11 i ..;try \pukcspL'rstln /hu Bangzhao told the press in Beijing that the two sides ''had 

" c;tllllid and in-dL'pth exchange of views on major issues of mutual concern, and 

rL·<~,·ilL·d L·onscnsus on strengthening coordination and cooperation on the international 

and regional ~1rena ... .Jo She further said, that "Both sides believed that the dialogue 

";'" Ultlllucive in enhancing the mutual understanding and trust and should continue." 

/\II thL·sc non-ol'licial political visits had created an atmosphere conducive for 

htdd ollicial political initiatives. For example, the week-long visit on January 2001 

h: t(>nner l'rcmicr and Chairman of China's National People's Congress, Li Peng, 

h;td hcen a success. /\part tl·om having deliberations with India's top political elite, 

this\ isit also resulted in institutionalizing confidence building among the India-China 

ptditiL·;ti clill's hy formally setting up a mechanism or annual visits by 

p;t rl ia lllCiltarians. There have been dozens or similar initiatives as various other levels 

or tllliL·ials, C\j)CrtS. and opinion-makers. 

J" :\I' 1';1111 ... ( 'hinc·s.: Crilil:ism" Indian Annual Dcll~nce Report, 25, .June, 2001. sec www.ipcs.org/ipcs/issuelndex2 
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CONCLUSION 

In th~: present situation Indian and China have started walking on the path of 

Sllnll' sort ot' understanding On the issue of decreasing the nuc(earisation or the region 

by ncatin12- so1n~: sort or mutual understanding on this issue. Though Pakistan 

rc111ains ;1s a lllajor obstacle in the path of major growth of relationship between India 

and < 'hina. as C 'hina unabatedly is assisting Pakistan in the development or not only 

its nuclear arsenal but also with the up gradation of its already existing defence 

ll'L·hnolo~ics. l~ut as all the three nations has achieved some sort ol· independence of 

its nttL·lcar tCL·hnology and has developed delivery systems that can put the entire 

rc~iuns' l'uturc in _jeopardy. there has been some sort of thaw in relations between the 

tlm:L· r~.:Jatiuns. The very reality ol''mutually assured destruction' has become a reality 

i11 IIIL.' region, 111akin~ leaders who were in no mood to compromise had moved on to 

I he dialogue !able. The nuclearisation of the region in that way has helped the nations 

L'<liJJ,· ,·Juscr tugdhcr. by clearing out mutual distrusts, suspicions and antagonisms. 
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CHAPTER-V 

CONCLUSION 

lndi;1 ;md ( 'hina had a tumultuous history before achieving independence. 

l~•lth IICI"L' L'Xploited by colonial and imperialist powers, draining their resources for 

L"L"Iltlll"iL·s h.ll that reason, after the nations achieved independence both wanted to 

rL·~;1in had; their past lost prestige and honor in the world political platform. 

( "hina and India have sought to turn themselves into major powers 111 the 

rL·~itlll ;1s \\'ell as in the world. Being neighbors their aspirations clashed inevitably . 

. I ilL'II ;Jttclllpts ;1t territorial consolidation led to misunderstandings that culminated in 

the· I %2 ,,.;1r. Since then dispute has remained a major bone of contention in their 

rL·I;ItitlJlship. Since the late 1970s India and China have shuffled to normalize their 

i'Jillll' rvlinistcr Rajiv Gandhi visit to China Ill I<Jt-;K provided the 

hrc;lktlm)ugh. It ushered in the age of detente and since then there has been a steady 

inqm)\L'IllL'Ilt in bilateral relations. That does not mean India and China did not have 

;Ill\ JJli~;..'.i' int: tmvards each other. The two political establishments tried to overcome 

ditlic·llitiL·s ;1nd develop initial understanding. The number of visits made by senior 

p.ditiL·;Ji leaders of both the nation's made it clear that India and China were now 

IL":Ith ttl Jncnding the strained relationship which they had fort the last three decades. 

\\"ithin the age of globalization, it was necessary for nations to come closer to 

c;1L·h tltllL'r. India and China both felt the need to realize their capabilities as well as 

the <lllHlUnt nl· untapped resources they have. They also understood their respective 

pPk'JltJ,tiJtics "hich forced them to sit together to initiate the age of entente. 

The study has tried to analyze the causes that compelled India and China to 

lkL'jlL'Il ·ll· the dialogue and expand understanding. The amount of cultural, political 
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cco1Him1c exchanges might not be considerable in respect to the potential both the 

nations have. Hut they have grown rapidly since 1988. The visit of the Indian Prime 

Minister t\tal Bihari Vajpayee to Beijing in 2003 has initiated a process of problem 

solving that would make the task of any future government easy. The manner, in 

which both the nations have recognized the points of convergence where the national 

in!l.:rcsts meet. has been an extremely successful achievement for both the political 

kadcrsh ips. 

Since the late I <Nos, the two sides began to address move purposefully the 

m:qor impediment in bilateral relations -the border dispute at the same time other 

issuL·s I i kc cconom ic and cultural exchanges began to intensify. The border issue has 

been seen from a new perspective with the joint working groups trying to find a way 

out of the jigsaw pun.lc. The other issues like Tibetan and China's clandestine 

support to India's traditional rival Pakistan in its nuclear program, through remain 

majllr problems. While China has close relations with Pakistan. it has not prevented 

closer relations with India. 

Hilateral agreements and accords are instruments through which nations either 

co1m· closer to each other, strengthen relationships, come into alliances. and maintain 

regional po\\'er balances. boost economic and trade partnership or remove pre 

eoneL·ived nations about each other. The study has tried to analyze the accord of 1988 

betwcL'n two dynamic political leaders of India and China and how this accord 

bcc:IIIW the l(>cal point on which the terse relations that remain within the nations 

starll'd thawing. The study has also tried to look upon issues which can bring both 

countries closer to each other and how both the "Asain Giants'' can move together in 

the 21 ' 1 century. 
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It was round that international politics, regional developments and internal 

politi~.:al dynamics or both the countries left its impacts upon the relationship of both 

countries in the nineties. The changing world order in the post cold war era practically 

made both India and China move on the path of rapprochement, as well as economic 

IH.:n:ssitics or exploring fresher and new markets improved its relations as much as 

they clitdd have done before. This became possible because the world was changing 

after the disintegration or Soviet Russia and the change from a bipolar world that till 

I 1):-\ 1) n10ld~.:d world politics suddenly became unipolar. America the sole super power 

or the world wanted to utilize the situation in its favour. 

In this situation both India and China acted responsibly and the foundation that 

was laid down by the Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi .in the year I 988 while 

visiting < "hina, was put into operation by both nations to build a strong relations 

The decade or the nineties witnessed the initiatives taken by both the countries 

on the boundary dispute. The two major achievements of this decade were the two 

con ride nee building measures (CBMS) that was taken in 1993 and I 9W> respectively. 

The spirit or rapprochement how ever was tested when India conducted its nuclear 

weapons in the year 199?S in Pokhran and the suggestion by the defence Minister of 

lndi;1 Mr. <ieorgc 1:ernandcs China was the number one threat to Indian security and 

both the J>okhran tests and the apparently ambiguous stand of the Indian political 

establishment annoyed China considerably. But the nuclear picture not last long and 

both L'oulltries returned quickly on the track of rapprochement. 

Sino Indian relations in the 21st century marked a new beginning with the 

c:xrhangc or the leaders at the highest level that boosted the spirit or rapprochement. 

Purposeful talks on boundary problem and the exchange of maps regarding Line of 
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i\L'lual ( 'ontrol raised hopes for an early settlement of the disputes on the frontiers. 

The visit of the then Indian Prime Minister Atal Biharii Vajpayee to China in 2003 

elevated the negotiations on the boundary dispute to the political level and laid 

foundations li>r a resolution of the dispute over Sikkim. 

The visit also resulted in the setting up of the Joint Study (]roup (.ISG) which 

would aid to promote bilateral trade and develop closer relations between the two 

nations. In this \·isit opened the doors of the Nathu La pass for trade between Sikkim 

and Tibet. The total bilateral trade is likely to cross US$ ten billion in 2004. Volume 

by ( 'hina ;111d India. being the most populous nations of the world. can get benefit 

from each other by utilizing their respective natural and human resources for their 

national and rq,:ional development. 

llllkl could not come closer to China last century while Pakistan cemented its ties 

with lkijing since the last 1980s India has significantly needed it tics with China. 

Chi n;1 <II so reciprocated India's initiatives by extending the hand of friendship towards 

lndi;1. The d01L'ntc which began in 1988 has now become an entente. While Pakistan 

remains a problem in bilateral relations, India and China has began to skirt the issue. 

They l1ave dnl·loped a successful fl·amework to deepen and widen their relationship 

as the age of rapprochement unfolds; Sino Indian relations have never been as wide 

cm·ering as they <Ire today. The future of Sino Indian relation could be very unlike the 

past. 

Now the relations have entered in a new phase the focus has been shifted on 

other issues like economic enhancement and promotion of bilateral iradc. In Atal 

Hihari Vajpayec's visit tCI China in the year 2003 added new dime1isions regarding 

this fil'ld and the most important development is the opening of Nathu La pass to 

pro111ote trade through Sikkim between India and Tibet. The rapid growth of trade and 
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intcn:st showing by businessmen of' both countries to setup joint ventures will 

ccrta i nl y cn ha nee I rade. 

Mr. Rallan Tata chairman of one of the leading business group in India said 

that it's an opportunity"' 1 lor the two Asian giants to tap each other's huge market. 

··1 k visill.:d the C "hinese city of Hangzhou on Wednesday, met with senior Chinese 

minislt:rs. go\'crnmcnt oflicials and top Chinese firms in sectors like inlormation 

industry and tourism, was optimistic about India-China cooperation in a range of 

business liclds. 

"While inany may consider China and India as competitors. we consider China 

tll he a very suut"t:c ol· partnerships between our groups and companies in China."2 Mr. 

·Ltt:t said. "T<ttars would therefore like to commit ourselves to making an investment 

in t 'hina :tnd mntld also like to explore ventures where Chinese companies would like 

to invest in India. promoting two-way investment and trade between the two countries 

In the year 2002 the then Chinese counterpart Zhu Rongji visited India and 

c\prL·ssed hopes. That trade volume will reach I 0 billion in the next l'ew years that 

\\ uuld i nvuh'l' tri piing 0 r the trade turnover nearly three- fold from the last year's 

IK-rlill'lll<tncc at S 3 billion. Prime Minister Vajpayee also expressed hopes to improve 

tr:Hk- i11 the sui'!\\ are and services where India leads. 

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) and the 

C ·onkderatiun or Indian Industry (CII), the two major business associations. has sent 

c\pluratory investment delegations to China. But the most promising areas for 

cnopcration arc sol'tware and related services. China is a leader in manufacturing, 

while Indian companies continue to move up the value chain in the global software 

business. earning about $10 billion a year in exports, according to industry estimates. 
------ -------· ------
www.tata.com/lata sons/media 
' l'vlc~i,a r~epmt. India-China Cot)pcration Mutually Beneficial: The Statesman, Feb I 6, 2004, sec 
\\11 '' .lala.rulll/i;lla_s91!SA1KdJ.!' 
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Some Indian sortwarc c firms in sectors like information industry and tourism, was 

optimistic about India-China cooperation in a range of business fields. 

Sino Indian bilateral trade registered the growth of 30 percent annually but in 

the lirst lilllr months of 2003 there was astonishing growth or 70 percent in bilateral 

traLh: between two countries. Apart fi·om this bilateral investments have also started 

picking up I 5 ( "hincse con~panies in India and 71 projects are being running by Indian 

li.:nns in China. In the !\tal Bihari Vajpayee·s visit of2003 the Joint Study Groups of 

economists ami orlicials from both countries have been established to review existing 

coopL-ration. It> identify new areas of promise and to draw up a comprehensive 

perspective plan li>r the further development of a multi-faceted economic interaction. 

Apart !"rom this the joint declaration issued by both countries on 23rd .June 

200.1 says much about the economic enhancement. In this joint declaration the two 

sides welcomed the positive momentum of bilateral trade and economic cooperation 

in rccL·nt years and shared the belief that continued expansion and intensi lication of 

( "hina-lndia economic cooperation is essential for strengthening bilateral relations. 

Now both nations have not been confi·onting each other they have explored 

other a\'eiHies li>r l·urther cooperation a new chapter has ushered in the relationship of 

both titans. 
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